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This study was designed to assess the types of shared 

service arrangements and the degree of commitment as 

evidenced by the incorporation of policy statements dis-

played toward the sharing concept evident in the Dallas-

Fort Worth hospitals. The purpose of this research, then, 

was to identify and evaluate present utilization of shared 

arrangements to establish a base for comparison and recom-

mendations for future participation by the various categories 

of hospitals. 

Chapter I introduces the concept of shared services 

as well as an explanation of the study, its methodology, 

limitations, and research design. Chapter II provides a 

survey of the literature and related research on the concept 

of shared ventures, various structures it may take and 

relevant governmental legislation. Chapter III presents a 

description of the subject under study, the Dallas Hospital 

Council. Chapter IV summarizes the information regarding 

shared service arrangements among the hospitals gleaned 

from the interviews with the thirty-three administrators. 



Chapter V provides a comparative analysis of the usage of 

shared service arrangements in the different categories of 

hospitals. Chapter VI, then, summarizes the findings of 

the research and resulting conclusions and recommendations. 

Using the information from the interviews with the 

hospital administrators, fourteen findings were determined 

regarding shared service activity in the Dallas-Fort Worth 

area. Among the more important of these findings are the 

following: 

1. All of the hospitals investigated participated 

in some form of shared service activity. 

2. The small hospitals cited the need to become 

economically competitive with the larger hospitals as the 

reason for participating in shared service arrangements. 

3. The large hospitals appeared to be participating 

in shared service arrangements primarily as a way of estab-

lishing a highly visible trail of voluntarily containing 

costs for the purposes of a potential government audit. 

4. Only three hospital administrators showed evidence 

of written policy statements regarding shared services 

while only six additional administrators appeared to have 

definite plans to develop such policy within the next year. 

5. The majority of administrators displayed a lack 

of understanding of the need or place for written policy 

on shared services. 



The conclusions derived from the findings include the 

following: 

1. Shared services promise to be a continuing factor 

in the operation of the health care industry in the future. 

2. Governmental influence and regulation will expand 

into every area of health care. Hospital administrators 

must take every opportunity to contribute input to the 

formulation of these regulations. 

3. The selection of products or services to be chared 

must be handled in a systematic manner complete with a 

control system to assure continued quality levels. 

4. Standardization of product specifications is the 

single largest obstacle to the expansion of the shared 

service concept. This obstacle can be removed only through 

the committed involvement of the medical community. 

5. The sharing of services, rather than products, 

appears to have great potential in terms of cost contain-

ment and the optimum utilization of facilities and equipment. 

6. The acceptance of the need for policy development 

regarding shared services is at a low level among these 

administrators. There appears to be a great need for 

research in this area to provide guidelines. 

Eight recommendations are then made in an attempt to 

guide the shared service participation of these administra-

tors. They provide a base for further research and action 



toward the goal of achieving a true systems orientation 

within the health care industry. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the mid-1950's the managers of some of the larger 

business firms adopted a new technique, at least new in 

the sense of being named and described, called long-range 

planning (1). Initially, it involved formulating action 

plans for five to ten years into the future, to be coordi-

nated with long-range forecasts and budget estimates of 

the organization. When these efforts failed in coping 

with a slump then being experienced, managers and their 

firms experimented with various other planning techniques 

to find the right combination needed to compete effectively 

in their rapidly changing environments. The resulting 

approach was named strategic planning, and it called for 

the anticipation of change external to the firm as well as 

consideration of internal needs. Although born in the 

latter 1950's, strategic planning has not yet reached a 

highly developed state of application in most business 

firms. Rather it continues to exist as an idea which shows 

great potential but has not, as yet, evolved, into service-

able form for the majority of organizations. 

There were various reasons for the lack: of success of 

strategic planning. One such reason was that many firms 



which survived, and perhaps succeeded in past years depended, 

upon that same success to steer them into the future. this 

sort of attitude resulted in an organization-wide support 

of the status quo. Top management's lack of strong leader-

ship to counter this resistance to change meant that the 

firm operated unaware of changes in its environment. 

Finally, even if a strategic planning system did exist 

within an organization, unless the plans were translated 

into appropriate actions, the only value they represented 

were words on paper. 

The health care industry demonstrated the same diffi-

culty as business in adopting the strategic planning mode 

and translating the resulting ideas into actions. Yet they 

faced many of the same problems that business had in recent 

years: rising costs, difficulty in obtaining financing, 

scarce resources, and skills and equipment obsolescence 

due to the changing meeds of consumers. Trying to solve 

these problems individually did not work; so hospitals 

ventured into cooperative arrangements in the hope of solv-

ing the increasingly difficult problems they faced. One 

form of cooperative effort which seemed to hold special 

promise was that of shared service. It was this approach 

that was of central concern in this investigation. 



Nature of the Problem 

The costs of medical care have risen as have the 

number of people requesting services through the use of 

their medical insurance. The federal government has 

openly taken a directive role in the health care system 

because of the large amounts of federal money that have 

been paid to the health care system through Medicare and 

Medicaid, to name only two of the programs. The most 

significant attempt has been the enactment of Public Law 

93-641 on January 4, 1975- This act established ten 

National Health Priorities, which are 

1. Primary care services for medically underserviced 

populations, especially in rural or economically depressed 

areas. 

2. Development of multi-institutional systems for 

coordinating or consolidating institutional health services. 

3. Developing medical group practices, health main-

tenance organizations, and other organized systems for 

providing health care. 

4. Training and increasing utilization of physician 

assistants, especially nurse clinicians. 

5. Developing multi-institutional arrangements for 

sharing support services. 

6. Promoting activities to achieve improved quality 

in health services. 
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7. The development by health service Institutions of 

the capacity to provide various levels of care on a geo-

graphically integrated basis. 

8. Promoting activities for preventing disease, 

including studies of nutritional and environmental factors 

affecting health and the provision of preventive health 

care. 

9. Adopting uniform cost accounting and other improved 

management procedures for health service institutions. 

10. Developing effective methods of educating the 

general public concerning proper personal health care and 

effective use of available health services. 

According to Eugene J. Rubel, Director of HEW's Bureau 

of Health Planning and Resources Development, in practical 

terms this act required a state-by-state implementation of 

.certificate-of-need programs. It also replaced the Hill-

Burton, Regional Medical Programs, and Comprehensive Health 

Planning Acts with a uniform, layered planning and develop-

ment system extending from the national to the local levels. 

Further, it established a method for evaluating the "continu-

ing appropriateness" of existing services and facilities and 

created a national accounting system for monitoring the 

volume and costs of the services provided (4). 

Federal legislation such as Public Law 93-641 and others 

have used multiinstitutional arrangements as one way to 

systematize the health care system in this country. This 
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federal pressure plus increasing controls over health care 

expenditures, increasing costs of providing basic health 

care services, and the development of new standards and 

quality assurance requirements calling for more resources 

from large and small hospitals alike have resulted in more 

joint activities between hospitals (6, p. 63). These 

activities have been called shared services and involved 

"those clinical or administrative functions that are com-

mon to two or more institutions, that are used jointly or 

cooperatively by them in some way for the purpose of 

improving service and/or effecting economies of scale, and 

that all participating parties (accept) risk in the sharing 

venture" (2, p. 62). Such arrangements offered one of the 

most promising solutions to current health care problems. 

Background of the Study 

The Hospital Survey and Construction Act of 19^6, 

later to be known as the Hill-Burton Act, was the first 

major piece of federal legislation to significantly influ-

ence the pattern of health care services in the United States 

(7). Prom those beginnings, the federal pressure to systema-

tize the availability of medical care while keeping quality 

up and costs down has increased. Through a more educated 

public, with higher incomes, and increased purchase and 

utilization of medical insurance, the demands being made on 



hospitals have not only Increased but also become more varied 

and difficult to provide. 

In trying to meet these demands as well as the legis-

lative directives, hospitals looked to the business community 

for help in running their organizations more efficiently and 

effectively. One result of this search was the recognition 

of the importance of long term, strategic planning in regard 

to the policies set by the administrative boards. The 

policies were to affect the future activities and growth of 

the hospital, so the procedure by which they were set 

required continual analysis to assure that the policies were 

formulated in the optimum fashion. The business community 

proved that the more effective policies were developed after 

taking into consideration the changes in the environment of 

the firm and matching those with the internal capabilities 

of the firm. Looking outside as well as inside the firm to 

determine present and future actions demonstrated an aware-

ness of the interdependence of the firm and its environment. 

The same was true for a hospital organization. The policies 

that were formulated concerned the capabilities of the 

hospital's staff and facilities as they related to the human 

needs of the community and the capabilities of other health 

organizations in the community. The health care system of 

a certain region reached its potential only through the 

coordination of all the organizations dealing with health 

needs in the area. 
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In order to achieve the needed coordination, hospitals 

joined in the cooperative efforts broadly named shared 

services could be provided and managed. The categories 

developed by Gene Branch of the Texas Hospital Association 

illustrated the options available for a shared services 

system (3). The ways in which sharing could be provided 

were 

1. Purchased.—Services could be provided by one of 

the hospitals or an outside firm and the purchase contracts 

could be individual or group agreements. 

2. Referred.—This was a service which was maintained 

by one hospital for the benefit of all the member hospitals. 

3. Multi-sponsored.—A service could be jointly 

operated by several hospitals. 

4. Regional Association.—The services were made 

available to the member hospitals within a certain geo-

graphic region by an association of the hospitals. 

Besides listing four ways in which a service could be 

provided, there were four ways in which it could be managed 

(8). 

1- Association.—A voluntary organization was formed 

to solve common problems, but the member hospitals did not 

necessarily have to be involved in all the shared services. 

2. Consortium.—This was an association with binding 

contracts to share services in specific areas of common 

interest. 



3. Corporation.—In this alternative 8. formal organi 

zation was constructed to provide specific services, but 

it was independent of the member hospitals. 

4. Federation.—An arrangement of this sort approached 

the idea of a merger in that it involved a formal organi-

zation which defined areawide policies and provided the 

needed services; however, the member hospitals retained their 

identify and some local control. 

The potential of shared services arrangements encouraged 

hospital administrators, but the many options available and 

the kinds of decisions that were required made it difficult 

to determine when it was helpful and when it was costly to 

participate in a particular service. 

In deciding whether or not to participate in a shared 

service arrangement, a hospital administrator made a 

decision analogous to the lease vs. purchase quandary of a 

business executive. The business executive contemplating 

the acquisition of a new piece of equipment had to weigh the 

advantages and disadvantages of each option. If he decided 

to lease, he could recognize the advantages of (9) 

1. Keeping the cash he would have spent for the 

purchase in the firm. 

2. The lease being an off-balance sheet transaction. 

3. Having a variable cost instead of a fixed cost. 

4. Avoiding the cost of a machine which quickly be-

comes technically obsolete. 
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5. Increasing the firm's credit availability. 

The primary advantage of buying was the smaller cost 

over the long run because of tax deductible depreciation 

and interest expense on the money borrowed for the purchase. 

In the same way the hospital administrator had to 

decide in which situations it would be advantageous to 

participate in a shared service arrangement and in which 

ones it would be better to own the equipment or service. 

The particular focus of this study was directed toward 

the member hospitals of the Dallas Hospital Council. The 

Council (also designated by the letters "DHC") had been in 

existence for more than thirty years and consisted of 

forty-seven voluntary, proprietary, and tax-supported 

hospitals in the Dallas-Port Worth metropolitan area. It 

was organized originally for the purpose of promoting the 

general health of the citizens in the area and improving 

the quality of hospital care through cooperative efforts 

(10). At the September 12, 1969, meeting of the Council 

Trustees, the idea of studying the possibility of the member 

hospitals sharing a central laundry, diet kitchen, and 

collection agency was discussed. A committee was formed to 

conduct a feasibility study with the help of a consultant 

in the health planning field (11). 

The feasibility study set forth ten types of services 

which seemed to lend themselves particularly well to shared 

service arrangements. These included 
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1. Purchasing 

2. Storage 

3. Data Processing 

4. Maintenance and Housekeeping 

5. Shared Gnwership 

6. Training 

7. Clinical Services 

8. Other Shared Personnel 

9. Central Administration 

10. Planning 

In 1971, a Shared Service Division was organized under 

the sponsorship of the Dallas Hospital Council eo encourage 

the sharing of services such as the above. At present 

thirty-seven of the forty-seven Dallas Hospital Council 

members belong to the Shared Service Division. 

Purpose of the Investigation 

It was the purpose of this research to investigate 

the shared service participation of the Council member 

hospitals and the policies that had been formulated regard-

ing this participation. The objective was not only to 

discover what services were being used but also the results 

achieved thus far and any changes in policy contemplated by 

the administrators. 
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Methodology 

A thorough survey of the literature on shared service 

arrangements was conducted to determine concepts, practices, 

and research investigations that had been conducted to date. 

Then a sample of thirty-three member hospitals of the 

Dallas Hospital Council was contacted and their top admin-

istrators or qualified representatives were interviewed. 

The sample size was chosen based upon a formula yielding a 

95 percent confidence level with a 10 percent allowable 

error. A structured interview technique was developed from 

the literature survey on shared services: it focused upon 

the four service areas provided by the Council for its 

members, as well as any other multi-institutional arrange-

ments developed by the hospitals. Pilot interviews with a 

small sample of the hospitals were conducted in order to 

refine the technique. 

After each interview, the hospital was categorized 

according to the characteristics of size (in terms of number 

of beds or bassinets), type (public or private), (not-for-

profit or proprietary), and DHC Shared Service membership. 

An interview summary for each hospital was prepared 

describing its shared service, the results achieved, and 

any changes in policy that were contemplated. Comparisons 

of the types of multi-institutional arrangements and related 

policies in the different hospitals were made. Patterns 

of similarities and differences among different sizes and 
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and types of hospitals were determined, along with any 

unique needs and approaches found to exist. 

Conclusions were than drawn regarding the patterns 

found and recommendations made regarding the present and 

future status of the shared service movement. 

Limitations 

This study was limited to a sample population of the 

forty-seven acute general hospitals which were members of 

the Dallas Hospital Council. 

Only selected elements of the shared service policy 

process of the hospital administrators were investigated; 

these elements included the types of multi-institutional 

arrangements that evolved, the policies made regarding them, 

and the plans for shared service and related policy in the 

future resulted. 

These policy elements were examined separately for 

each of the shared services offered by the Dallas Hospital 

Council (purchasing, laundry service, security guards, and 

microfilming), as well as any other organization. 

Presentation of the Study 

Chapter I has served as an introduction to the problem 

of strategic planning and its implementation in the health 

care industry in the form of shared service ventures. As 

this sharing concept has been supported more heavily by 

government legislation and the practicalities of the health 
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care situation, hospitals have faced the need to incorporate 

these arrangements into the other systems of their organi-

zations. The primary vehicle for this assimilation has been 

the policy structure of the hospital. 

This chapter, having introduced the nature of the pro-

blem and its background, has also delineated the purpose of 

the investigation, the methodology to be employed, and the 

limitations of the study. Chapter II is a review of the 

literature covering business planning, hospital planning, 

governmental legislation (especially Public Law 93-641), and 

cooperative arrangements. Chapter III provides a description 

of the subject of study, the Dallas Hospital Council and its 

Shared Service Division. Chapter IV presents the interview 

summaries. Chapter V provides the comparisons made among 

the various hospital practices, and patterns that evolved 

from this analysis. Chapter VI concludes the study with a 

discussion of the problems facing the Dallas-Fort Worth area 

hospitals, and recommendations that serve as a starting point 

to solve these problems. 
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CHAPTER II 

PLANNING AND THE USE OP SHARED SERVICES 
IN HOSPITALS 

For centuries the hospital industry has been managed 

in an autonomous and unregulated fashion. The care of the 

sick and dying was considered charitable work, and there-

fore the institution was not called upon, or even expected, 

to use sophisticated planning, managing, or controlling 

techniques. Therefore, while the business community made 

great progress In the ways and means it used to determine 

and deliver goods and services, the medical community 

merely tried to survive. 

When the concept of collective responsibility for the 

care of all the community's people was accepted early in 

the twentieth century, hospital management practices came 

under public scrutiny. Suddenly hospitals were being 

required not only to meet federal regulations in almost 

every area of activity, but also taxpayers' demands to know 

why medical costs were rising so rapidly. To meet these 

demands, hospitals turned to the business community to learn 

from the latter's theories and experiences. 

The survey of this chapter begins with a review of the 

experiences of business in the planning area, particularly 

strategic planning, since the business world has refined 

15 
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this area to & higher degree than th6 hospital industry. 

Planning in hospitals, both in terms of governmental 

pressures and regional planning efforts, is then studied 

with particular attention focused on the increasingly 

important role shared services plays in the strategic 

planning of hospitals. 

Business Planning 

The problems of management in the 1950's were des-

cribed effectively by Ansoff, Declerck, and Hayes in their 

article, "Prom Strategic Planning to Strategic Management" 

(3). They pointed to the leveling off or decline of the 

market share? of individual business enterprises because of 

the effect of increasing foreign competition and the intro-

duction of more substitute goods. Despite innovative 

marketing efforts, companies failed to reverse this trend. 

It then became apparent that the available techniques 

of long-term budgeting, financial control, and even long-

term planning were not sufficiently sophisticated nor 

realistic to handle these new problems. A 1958 study by 

the researchers of Management Methods showed that only 

18 percent of the respondents formulated advanced (long-

range) plans on a formal basis (18, p. 14). When asked 

whether they were satisfied with the amount of planning done 

in their companies, 72 percent of the respondents indicated 

a negative answer. 
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Academicians, such as Edward Koch (22), described 

step-by-step procedures designed to overcome the problem 

of understanding the planning process, but the key steps 

were still missing. Businesses were not providing for 

participation by a range of key individuals in the organi-

zation, and even their attempts at planning often were 

merely extrapolations of past performance into the future. 

Because business conditions were changing so rapidly, 

what was really needed was a systematic generation of 

probable future conditions and the appropriate alternatives 

by the key people in the company (3)- As companies began 

directing their creative efforts toward this end, stra-

tegic planning slowly emerged. 

In the 1950's and 1960's, to stay "in fashion," company 

executives had to speak glowingly of the marvelous results 

in growth and profits that had resulted from their formal-

ized long-range or strategic planning efforts (21, p. 2). 

Despite this seemingly solid support for the last thirty 

years of the need for planning, much confusion still existed 

as to what the process actually entailed. Peter Drucker 

commented on the structure of long-range planning when he 

wrote, "long-range planning is 'an idle diversion' unless it 

affects the reality of today's decisions" (13, P- H). 

Other descriptions of planning involved the same theme 

as Drucker's, but each contained its own unique twist. 

R. N. Anthony defined strategic planning as the process of 
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deciding on objectives of the organization, on changes 

in these objectives, and on the policies that were to 

govern the acquisition, use, and disposition of these 

resources (2). J. P. Peters defined the planning process 

as that by which an organization anticipated its future 

by continuously assessing and reviewing its present as-

sumptions, policies, goals, and objectives; these steps 

were taken in order to help the organization adapt to future 

conditions, prepare itself for change, understand the 

direction in which it hoped to move, and select the courses 

of action needed to meet its goals (36, p. 5). Kast and 

Rosenzweig wrote that strategic planning involved decisions 

about the broad technological and competitive aspects of 

the organization, the allocation of both human and material 

resources over an extended period, and the long-run inte-

gration of the organization and its environment (20, p. 445) 

Lawrence Kelly provided a definition which, he stated, 

was a consenus of the majority of current literature. 

Accordingly he described planning as an analytical process 

encompassing an assessment of the future, the determination 

of desired objectives in the context of that future, the 

development of alternative courses of action to achieve 

such objectives, and the selection of a course or courses 

of action from among these alternatives (21, p. 1) 

These definitions contained the common elements of 

change, environment, and future. Strategic planning's 
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distinction from long-range planning for the purposes of 

this research was that it concerned the analysis of future 

environmental conditions and how the organizational changes 

required to meet these conditions would be managed; long-

range planning, on the other hand, was defined as concerning 

itself entirely with the internal workings of the organi-

zation. Despite the frequent interchange of the two 

nonsynonymous terms in the literature, strategic planning 

was viewed as the advanced state of planning which evolved 

from the more primitive form of long-range planning. 

There were as many similar and yet different approaches 

to strategic planning as there were definitions. Each 

researcher focused on a different set of elements. The 

process described by Drucker in his book, Management, 

involved five steps and was concerned primarily with a 

service organization (13, p. 158). His steps were 

1. Define what the business is and what it should 

be 

2. Set goals and objectives 

3. Determine priorities, targets, standards of 

performance, and deadlines 

4. Define measures of performance 

5. Set up a review procedure to check outcomes 

Kelly put his idea of the planning process into the 

form of a process figure as drawn below (21, p. 2). 
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Establish 
Corporate Goals 
and Objectives 

Assess 
Environmental 

Forces 

Assess Company 
Strengths and 
Weaknesses 

Company's 
Desired 
Position 

Company's 
Present 
Position 

Strategic Long Range 

Gap Planning 

Fig. 1—Planning Process 

His first step in the process, although not shown in 

the illustration, was the setting up of a timetable to give 

the planning effort a high priority. Next, top management 

involvement and and commitment were listed as being necessary 

to the success of any planning effort. Once these two steps 

were completed, then the process shown in the illustration 

was set into motion. 

Hospital Planning 

Gifford focused his elements of planning directly on 

the hospital, industry, and his list demonstrated a keen 

awareness of the impact of the hospital's environment as 

shown below (14): 
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1. Identify community needs 

2. Review health manpower needs 

3. Review plans of other groups 

4. Identify unmet needs 

5. Determine a provisional plan 

6. Identify basic plan elements 

7. Project the capital costs 

8. Review financing 

9. Determine final plan 

10, Develop implementation mechanism 

In addition to these ten steps, Gifford stressed the 

need for continual review and analysis of the information 

that was used as the basis for the planning effort. 

One of the most frequently cited articles on hospital 

planning was the Webber and Dula article on effective plan-

ning committees (43). From another study conducted by. 

Martin S. Perlin, It was determined that possibly as many 

as 77 percent of hospitals today had planning committees. 

The majority of them were thought to be ineffective; so the 

Webber-Dula team developed a set of recommendations to 

correct this problem. They suggested that selecting the 

key people in the hospital and the community, limiting the 

membership to twelve people, upgrading the quality of 

meetings, and supplying the members with the support they 

needed to accomplish their tasks would serve to make the 
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group's work valuable to the ongoing success of the 

hospital. 

Governmental Programs 

Prom the experiences of business in general and the 

hospital industry in particular as well as the requirements 

of government mandates, hospitals have gradually accepted 

the need for formalized planning efforts. A series of 

studies that were conducted in the last ten years illus-

trate just how many hospitals utilize planning groups. The 

Perlin study mentioned in the Webber—Dula article concerned 

the responses of 434 hospitals (a 71 percent response rate) 

in which 96 percent of the hospitals engaged in formalized 

planning efforts (35, p. 62). In two Oklahoma studies, one 

on 1971-72 (34) and the other in 1975 (33), 65 percent of 

159 and 60 percent of 122 hospitals surveyed had established 

planning committees. In New Jersey a survey of its 115 

hospitals showed that only seven of them had not yet estab-

lished a formal planning process as of December, 1975 (31). 

Other such surveys around the country have shown the same 

results. 

Governmental pressure, the influence of regional health 

planning agencies, hospital councils, and associations have 

goaded hospitals into reviewing the need for planning and 

the need for conducting the process in a high priority 

fashion. The resultant attempts at strategic planning have 
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also been significantly influenced by pressures from con-

sumers calling for health care capabilities to be matched 

to community health needs, and governmental actions calling 

for quality health care to be made available to all citi-

zens at a reasonable price. 

For most of America's history, the various types and 

levels of governmental agencies have stayed away from 

interfering with the medical profession except for the 

licensing of the physician at the state level. From these 

very cautious beginnings, however, government (particularly 

at the federal level) has become more involved in the health 

care field until it is now one of the major influencing 

factors. 

One of the first major pieces of legislation to sub-

stantially affect the health care industry was the Hospital 

Survey and Construction Act of 1946 (more popularly known 

as the Hill-Burton Act or Public Law 79-725) (39s p. 152). 

In simple terms, this act provided money to be used for 

hospital facilities. Put less simply the Hill-Burton 

program provided this money through the combined set of laws 

in the original act, the amendments to it, the federal 

regulations attached to the laws, the federal administrative 

groups administering the laws, and regulative groups admin-

istering the laws and regulations within their respective 

states (39, p• 152). 
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The Hill-Burton program acted as one of the first real 

attempts by government to force the health care industry to 

set up a systematic and formal planning effort. In order 

for the states to be given funds they had to organize a 

Hospital Planning Council which assessed the need for new 

hospital construction in a certain area. This act, and all 

that is associated with it, provided for systematic state-

wide planning as well as the minimum national standards for 

assessing hospital needs, and improved the quality of 

health care, particularly in rural areas (19)- Government 

at the federal and state levels was now openly and admit-

tedly part of the health care system. In taking such an 

active role, the government attempted to increase the avail-

ability and quality of both health care facilities and 

personnel. 

Regional Planning Efforts 

In 1958, the American Hospital Association and the 

Public Health Service joined forces to organize a joint 

committee. This committee then sponsored four regional 

conferences, the result of which was the publication of a 

report serving as a guide to areawide health planning. 

Continuing federal aid for the support and expansion of 

areawide planning associations was provided beginning in 

1962 because of the strong advocacy of the Joint Commis-

sion in its 1961 Areawide Planning Guide (39, p. 157)-
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Emphasis on the regionallzation of health care received 

continued support from the federal government in terms of 

the legislation approved. In 1963, President Johnson 

established a National Commission concerned with the health 

needs of the American citizens. Amendments to the earlier 

Hill-Burton legislation passed in 1964 (Public Law 88-443) 

provided a continuing source of federal support for areawide 

planning groups. The Regional Medical Programs Act (RMP) 

Public Law 89-293) passed in 1965 called for the overall 

health needs in each of the fifty-six regions that had been 

established in the United States to be evaluated on a regular 

basis. Then in 1966 and 1967 the Comprehensive Health 

Planning Acts (CHP) (Public Law 89-749 and Public Law 90-174) 

were passed "to assure the highest level of health attain-

able for every person in an environment which contributes 

positively to the health of individuals and family living" 

(10, p. 136). 

National Health Planning and Resources 
Development Act of 1974 

Federal legislation defining and supporting the region-

allzation of medical care increased even more in the 1970's 

than in the 1950's or 1960's. Probably the most influential 

and controversial piece to be approved, however, was the 

National Health Planning and Resources Development Act of 

1974 (Public Law 93-641). It evolved as a comprehensive act 

with myriad details, but very simply put, with Its enactment 
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on January 4, 1975, it extended the authorities of the 

Regional Medical Programs, Comprehensive Health Planning 

Agencies, Experimental Health Services Delivery Systems, 

and'the Hill-Burton Construction Program through June, 

1976. After that, it replaced these programs with a single 

network of authority for health planning and development 

through new agencies at the local, state, and national 

levels (32, p. 35^). 

Provisions in this act included (1) the establishment 

of a National Advisory Council on Health Planning and 

Development; (2) the establishment of a network of health 

service areas within which was established a Health Systems 

Agency (HSA) responsible for avoiding duplication of health 

resources and for the annual review and implementation of 

Health Systems Plan (HSP) and an Annual Implementation 

Plan (AIP); (3) the establishment of state health planning 

and development agencies with quasi-regulatory functions; 

and (4) the establishment of a State Health Coordinating 

Council (SHCC) which would coordinate the HSP and AIP of 

each Health Systems Agency and prepare a State Health Plan 

from these (30). 

Public Law 93-641 has been plagued with controversy 

since its enactment, as evidenced by the January, 1975, 

lawsuit filed by the American Medical Association asking 

that the courts strike down the law on the basis of its 

being unconstitutional (12, p. 38). Despite the many 
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problems that were inherent in a law as encompsssing as 

Public Law 93-641, most people in the health care industry 

saw important potential benefits. Robert E. Toomey, 

general director of the Greenville (South Carolina) Hospital 

system, for one, said, "The act will cause institutions to 

review more critically their growth plans and program plans 

and relate them more realistically to the community and 

area needs and to the plans of all other institutions in 

the area" (12, p. 38). This attempt to establish a national-

wise system of planning or rational decision-making regarding 

the future of America's health care industry was necessary 

for every citizen to be accorded access to quality health 

care. 

In addressing the question of access to health care, 

as early as 1933 the Committee on the Cost of Medical Care 

published a report stating that a large portion of the 

population was unable to obtain high quality medical care 

due to rising costs (195 P« 13)- This report led to the 

idea of prepaid medical groups. 

One of the first such examples was the Blue Cross Plan 

started in the 1930's (37, P- 13). During the Depression 

when little cash was available for medical crises, a group 

of teachers made arrangements with Baylor Hospital in 

Dallas, Texas, for medical care through a prepaid plan. 

Other states adopted the plan, which assured hospitals of 

payment for health care. Such an assurance, ironically, 
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promoted the continued rise of hospital costs. Still, the 

trend was established and the question of national health 

insurance presented itself. As a compromise, Medicare, 

Title XVIII of the Social Security Amendments of 1965, 

offered health insurance to people over sixty-five years 

of age who were receiving social security benefits, while 

Medicaid, Title XIX of the same Amendments, offered aid 

to all medically indigent people, especially children 

(27, p. 13). 

Many of the critics of Public Law 93-641 saw it as a 

direct path to national health insurance. Donna Reckseen, 

patient care appraisal coordinator at Memorial Hospital 

Medical Center of Long Beach, California, stated, "There 

is no doubt that lawmakers will tie Public Law 92-603 

(the Social Security Amendments of 1972) and Public Law 

93-641 to a national health insurance law. If a totally 

government-controlled plan (i.e., Senator Kennedy's bill) 

Is adopted, the relationship will be very tight" (12, p. 38). 

Cooperative Arrangements and Shared Service 

With the possibility of national health insurance 

becoming law, the demand made on the health care industry 

would be greater. Grouping this possibility with the other 

rising costs and the new deluge of demand for quality health 

care (10, p. 136), it became imperative for hospitals to 

systematize their planning efforts, look upon their 
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activities as contributing to a larger community system of 

health care, and work cooperatively rather than competi-

tively with the other hospitals in the area. 

There were many ways to accomplish this cooperative 

effort. Among the more common were shared service, hospital 

consortia, hospital mergers, multiple units under common 

management, multi-hospital systems, and hospital manage-

ment systems (40, p. 44). The major difference among these 

structures was the amount of benefit gained by the hospital 

as opposed to the amount of autonomy given up. 

E. W. Lehman suggested three criteria to use as bases 

of differentiation of hospital arrangements (24). These 

criteria included (1) whether the relationships were con-

cerned mainly with an exchange of information and mutual 

adjustment or, instead, involved arrangements for joint 

decision-making and action; (2) whether resources for 

implementing common goals remained under the control of the 

participating organizations, or, instead, were placed under 

the control of a separate entity; and (3) whether respon-

sibility for exercising systemwide power was diffused among 

the participating organizations or, instead, was centralized 

in a multi-organizational structure. The bottom line of 

these multiinstitutional arrangements was that they were 

the result of negotiations between individual hospitals, 

each of which was seeking an advantageous balance between 
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the gains of collective effort and the losses of institu-

tional sovereignty (40, p. 44). 

Not only was public demand pressing the need for such 

arrangements, but also two of the ten National Health 

Priorities listed in the Public Law 93-641 were directly 

mandating multi-institutional arrangements. Therefore, the 

question facing the hospital administrator was not whether 

to join in a multi-institutional arrangement but, rather, 

which type would be the most beneficial. 

The focus in this research was on the multi-institu-

tional arrangement known as shared service. Shared service 

was not more or less effective than the other arrangements 

previously mentioned, but it had attracted great attention 

due to the flexibility of structure inherent in its use. 

For the purposes of one survey, Astolfi and Matti defined 

a shared service as one that was provided as a result of 

two or more hospitals combining their resources for their 

mutual benefit. Therefore, a hospital was considered as 

sharing a service if it worked with one or more hospitals 

to (1) pool manpower or capital resources, (2) make ser-

vices and facilities available through planning, and (3) 

make a joint purchase of services or products. Hospitals 

also shared through services purchased through formal or 

informal agreements by a group of which the hospital was a 

member, through related organizations such as religious 
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ordersj proprietary chains, state, metropolitan, or regional 

hospital associations, and through state, county, or city 

purchasing groups (4). 

In the American Hospital Association's "Special Survey 

on Selected Hospital Topics" conducted in 1975, shared 

services were defined as those clinical and administrative 

services that were common to two or more health care insti-

tutions and that were used jointly or cooperatively by them 

in some manner for the purpose of improving care, containing 

cost, or effecting economies of scale (4l, p. 192). In 

addition to these economies of scale, cost reduction, 

improved services, acquisition of new services and expertise, 

salvation from financial extinction, and improved political 

posture all served as incentives for hospitals to become 

involved in shared service arrangements (8, p. 1). 

In both of these definitions It was clear that a hos-

pital participated in a shared service program for the 

purpose of accomplishing some goal through the use of coop-

erative arrangements that the hospital could not accomplish 

alone. In 1978, it was estimated that the American people 

purchased a $139 billion ticket to health care (11, p. 69). 

In order to meet demands of that size, keep costs down, and 

satisfy government requirements, hospitals needed to selec-

tively choose among the many shared services available. 

Different groups listed various collections of shared service, 
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but one of the more comprehensive lists was published by 

Astolfi and Matti in their 1972 survey (4, p. 63). Although 

this list was not necessarily comprehensive, it certainly 

illustrated the broad range of activities that could 

profitably be shared by two or more hospitals. The list 

is reproduced in Appendix A for illustrative purposes. 

The lengthy list shown in Appendix A was suggestive 

of the multitude of ways a shared service system could 

benefit a hospital. As described earlier the provision of 

a shared service used by a hospital could be by purchase 

as through a group agreement, referred or maintained by 

one hospital for use by others, multi-sponsored in that 

the service was jointly owned, or made available by a 

regional association of the hospitals. The provision of 

these services could then be managed in one of several ways: 

a voluntary association to solve common problems, a con-

sortium with binding agreements to share services, a formal 

corporation, or a federation in which much of the member 

hospital's autonomy was lost even though the institution's 

identity remained intact (5, p. iii). 

Loss of autonomy and control over local affairs was one 

of the biggest fears hospitals seemed to experience when 

considering the move to join a shared service system 

(11, p. 69). Yet the benefits gained by other hospitals 

participating in such systems continued to serve as an 

enticement to join. The avoidance of duplication of effort 
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or equipment, the increase in availability of service for 

medium size or small hospitals, and the containment of 

costs were all important to the continued survival of a 

hospital. 

The containment of cost issue is still quite contro-

versial. Many shared service organizations were unable to 

show documented evidence that they were saving their member 

hospitals a certain percentage in costs. This was due to 

the expense and time requirements needed to compile precise 

data of this nature. It was estimated, however, that the 

annual savings to the hospitals were between 10 percent and 

12 percent of total volume of business (37> P- 8M). Because 

of lack of proof, though, the cost containment question 

remains controversial (9; 16, p. 68; 25; 26). 

Adding to the controversy were the legal questions 

regarding the exempt tax status and the restraint of trade 

status of hospitals working cooperatively with each other 

(6; 17; 38, p. 172). Section One of the Sherman Act stated 

that attempts at price-fixing, fee-fixing, allocation of 

territories, customers, or product lines, and any other 

practices designed to interfere with competition could be 

illegal. Section Two prohibited monopolization, attempts 

to monopolize, or conspiracies to monopolize. Both of these 

sections could be applied to the concept and actions involved 

in two or more hospitals jointly purchasing or sharing a 

service. The United States Supreme Court indicated its 
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decision that the antitrust law could be applied to all 

professions by its landmark decision in the case of 

Goldfarb v. Virginia State Bar 421 U.S. 773 (1975). In 

addition to these two problem areas, the Internal Revenue 

Service has been resistant to the formation of any new 

corporate form in terms of tax-exempt status. Therefore, 

its posture could delay or even destroy the shared service 

concept unless some accommodations by the lawmakers were 

made (15). Despite these real and potential problems, 

shared service continued to be one of the most promising 

solutions to a series of very complicated problems. 

Shared Service Ventures 

Some examples of shared service ventures around the 

country follow. In South Carolina the state hospital 

association served to supply the joint needs of eight rural 

hospitals (1). The Carolinas Hospital and Health Services, 

Inc. (CHHS), was a free-standing not-for-profit organization 

serving more than one state with a variety of functional 

shared service offerings (23). The Rush University System 

for Health was started in the early 1970's by the Rush-

Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center in Chicago. It 

provided for four major sharing programs: (1) systemwide 

shared services (laundry, management, engineering, computer 

services); (2) systemwide, uniform comprehensive medical 

information system; (3) contract management of the health 
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care institutions; and (4) education and manpower develop-

ment (medical, nursing, and the health sciences) (42). In 

the sharing and management of human resources, some repre-

sentative participants were the Mayo Clinic (medical 

consultation to rural physicians in the state), the Samaritan 

Health System and the Lutheran Hospital and Homes Society 

in Fargo, North Dakota (physician recruitment), and the 

Appalachian Regional Hospitals (Pharmacists) (28). Labora-

tory sharing or consolidation was conducted by the San Diego 

Institute of Pathologists, the Brooklyn-Cumberland Medical 

Center in New York, the University of Pittsburgh Medical 

Center, the Northwestern McGaw Medical Center, and the 

Health Insurance Plan of Greater New York (27). 

In the southwestern region of the United States, there 

were three illustrative organizations which were providers 

of shared service arrangements. One was the Dallas Hospital 

Council. As it is the subject of study in this research, a 

description of Its formation and activities is provided in 

a separate chapter. The other two organizations, Medical 

Products Systems, Inc., and the Texas Hospital Association, 

deserve a brief explanation at this point. 

Medical Products Systems was a corporation formed in 

1972 by seven hospitals in the Bartlesville, Oklahoma, 

region for the purpose of providing a shared purchasing 

system. The corporation was governed by a seven-member 

board of directors which was assisted by an operating 
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committee, four advisory committees, a finance committee, 

and a staff. Initially, the money to finance the corpora-

tion came from two federal grants. Subsequent monies were 

provided through a dues structure paid by member hospitals 

(5). 

The Texas Hospital Association (THA) was a not-for-

profit institution organized to promote public welfare 

through the development of better hospital care. One way 

of accomplishing this goal was through the provision of 

shared services. The shared service offerings of THA were 

available to all THA member health care organizations and 

professionals in the state of-Texas on a voluntary sub-

scription basis. Example services included Management 

Engineering, Shared Electrical Safety Services (SHESS), 

Medical Information Inc. (MI), Recruitment and Placement 

Services (THARPS), Credit Union, Shared Collection Service 

and Shared Insurance (5). 

Present and Future Potential of Shared Services 

According to Montague Brown, 

The Health Services delivery system in the 
United States continues to evolve in a pluralis-
tic fashion. The changes in organizational 
arrangements to improve performance, which relate 
more effectively to professionals, to the public, 
and to the ideals of the citizens who govern the 
Institutions, may appear to be random, but there 
Is an evolving pattern of systems integration. 
Horizontal and vertical integration, long the 
ideal of many health professionals, incorporated 
into the wish list of the countless pieces of 
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legislation, and at the heart of Public Law 93-461, 

seems to be occurring rapidly (7, p. 109). 

The major system problems included (1) the high and 

rising cost of hospital and health services, (2) the 

inability of rural areas to attract quality health practi-

tioners and facilities, (3) the movement of doctors away 

from urban centers into the suburbs and the deteriorating 

plan of urban areas, and (4) the shortage in availability 

of primary care. Shared services was a useful tool in 

combatting these problems. The sharing of administrative 

costs and the improvement in the organization of medical 

programs was stemming the tide on rising costs. Shared 

recruitment of doctors, extra vacation and educational 

benefits in physician contracts, contract management of 

rural hospitals, shared management and purchasing programs, 

affiliation ties with urban institutions, and telecommuni-

cation hookups with medical centers were some of the ways 

rural hospitals were coping with their problems. Shared 

programs such as laboratories, management services, affil-

iations with teaching institutions, mergers with satellite 

hospitals in the suburbs, consolidation of programs, and 

integration to form larger systems of hospitals were helping 

urban hospitals maintain their quality level of care. 

Primary care shortages were being remedied through sharing, 

joint ventures, satellite mergers with physician services, 
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home care programs, visiting nurses, and better quality 

long-term care institutions (7). 

One writer, Lionel G. Price, commented on the probable 

future of shared service organizations (37). He wrote that 

the future of such organizations depended upon their ability 

to adapt to changing market conditions and to identify 

future needs. Medical programs apparently offered the 

greatest challenge for future sharing. Finally, he said 

that shared service organizations must become more politi-

cally adept in working with the Blue Cross Association, the 

Internal Revenue Service, the Social Security Administration, 

and the Health Systems Agencies. 

Summary 

Shared service arrangements have offered great potential 

in handling the increasing demand that has been made on the 

hospitals. Just as the different countries of the world 

have begun to recognize their interdependence and the need 

to work together cooperatively, so will the individual 

hospitals have to view themselves as parts of an overall 

health care system in a community. The competitive barriers 

must be lowered while the quality of performance must con-

tinue to rise. Shared service agreements could be a major 

effort in this direction. 

To identify the amount and kind of effort being made 

in the Metroplex area, this research focused on the member 
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hospitals of the Shared Service Division of the Dallas 

Hospital Council. The service areas offering greatest 

potential according to individual hospital experience 

served as the basis of study. The Dallas Hospital Council, 

its Shared Service Division, and the cooperative efforts 

of the Metroplex area hospitals are described and discussed 

in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE DALLAS HOSPITAL COUNCIL AND ITS 

SHARED SERVICE DIVISION 

The concept of cooperative arrangements among hospitals 

has existed for decades. Most communities have had the 

benefit of hospital associations and councils which were 

responsible for maintaining communication and cooperation 

among the health care agencies for the good of the entire 

community. What began as voluntary associations of non-

profit organizations expanded to include proprietary chains 

of hospitals and governmental hospital systems. The motives 

for joining and the results of membership proved to reward 

group effort while the competitive environment continued 

its push for individual initiative. 

This chapter serves as an Introduction to the subject 

under study, the cooperative efforts of the member hospi-

tals of the Dallas Hospital Council. 

Thirty-three of these hospitals were chosen to Investi-

gate their participation in shared service arrangements. 

The starting point in the range of services studied were the 

ones sponsored by the Shared Service Division of the Dallas 

Hospital Council (Purchasing, Laundry, Microfilming, and 

Security Guard). However, shared service of any other 

44 
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description or under any other auspices in which the member 

hospitals engaged were also investigated. 

A brief history of the Council and its Shared Service 

Division is given, and a description of its goals, present 

work, and future aspirations is provided. The data gained 

from interviews with the sample member hospital personnel 

is presented in Chapter IV and then compared in Chapter V 

to the goals of the Council and the Division given in this 

chapter. 

History 

The Dallas Hospital Council was organized in 19^0 as 

a voluntary membership organization. By 1970 it had grown 

to a membership size of thirty-four hospitals in Dallas and 

Collin counties. In 1978 it expanded even more to include 

forty-seven member hospitals in Dallas and Tarrant counties 

as well as the surrounding North Central Texas area. 

The subject of sharing through the voluntary associ-

ation of the Council was introduced in 1969 and a 

feasibility study followed during the next nine months. The 

conclusions that were drawn from this study involved a 

comparison of experiences that had proven to be successful 

in other parts of the country to the needs of the Dallas/ 

Port Worth area. Potential benefits of sharing that were 

cited included (2, p. 4) 

1. reducing hospital program and capital costs 
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2. increasing the efficiency of hospital operations 

3. improving services to patients 

4. controlling the quality of services 

5. reducing the need for expensive, limited use 

equipment 

6. increasing the capabilities of hospitals. 

Several special considerations for the Council at this 

time were the larger number of smaller hospitals (under 200 

beds) in the Dallas area, the large number of proprietary 

hospitals (at that time almost 20 percent of the Council 

membership was proprietary), and the problem of distance 

between hospitals. In the study that had been conducted, 

successful sharing programs had been based on large hospi-

tals, the majority being non-profit, and in close physical 

proximity to each other. The Council needed to pay special 

attention to their unique characteristics in the planning 

effort. 

Policies and Procedures 

At the October 24, 1972, meeting of the Dallas Hospi-

tal Council, a set of policies and procedures regarding 

the group purchasing effort were presented and later 

approved. The salient points of these policies and pro-

cedures were reproduced there not only to illustrate the 

functioning of, for a time, the only shared service program 

and still the most important one, but also because reference 
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was made to these policies rather frequently during the 

interviews with the sample population of hospital 

administrators. Several changes were introduced in 1978, 

which were also reproduced here. The actual records of 

the Division were reproduced in Appendices B and C for 

detailed study. 

Group purchasing as defined for the use of the Shared 

Service Division was a mechanism wherein a number of 

individual organizations banded together to secure greater 

purchasing power for certain selected commodities (Appen-

dices B and C). The policies listed below were approved 

at the 1972 meeting. Some of them cross into the category 

of procedures rather than policies, but were listed to 

demonstrate the Division's ideas about proper policies. 

1. First, the Shared Service Committee defined, 

policies and procedures for the Shared Service Program. 

It also gave final review and approval for purchasing 

contracts. 

2. The purchasing Advisory Committee had responsi-

bility for providing technical assistance in the selection 

of vendors and commodities to be purchased, drafting 

commodity specifications, reviewing bids, and approving 

vendors. 

3. Each member had the option whether or not to 

participate but would state its intention and circumstances 

by return of a survey of intent form. 
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4. A notice of intent was a moral obligation to 

purchase as stated by individual members for the benefit 

of all Council members. 

5. There was no mandatory requirement that a member 

change suppliers or products. However, good faith and 

professional judgment would be exercised to make reasonable 

efforts to join the Council agreements and participate in 

a manner beneficial to all members. 

6. It was understood that there was no obligation to 

participate when the Council price was no better than the 

price the member stated on the survey/intent form they 

were currently receiving, if stated prior to receipt of the 

group price. 

7. A member could join any group agreement after it 

was in operation so long as it was not detrimental to the 

present participating members (e.g., allocation or short 

supply items). 

8. Where members had prior obligations that conflicted 

with the proposed group contract, the member should fulfill 

them. 

9. When applicable, a member could choose to apportion 

total usage and commit accordingly, thereby contributing 

to the group volume without loss of professional discretion. 

Adherence to the commitment was the primary factor in 

obtaining immediate lower prices and future bargaining power. 
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10. Signature of the Purchasing Director or Agent on the 

Notice of Interest in Agreement was sufficient for the Dallas 

Hospital Council. Additional persons could sign if necessary 

or customary for that institution. 

11. Generally, commitments and bids extended over a 

period of twelve months. Exceptions were made as necessary 

where the market conditions or nature of the product indi-

cated otherwise. 

12. The vendor was not informed of an individual member 

usage without permission from that member and was given only 

the total for the group with the names of the participating 

members. In some cases, vendors could require volume infor-

mation by hospital if it cost the vendor more to deliver to 

one hospital than to another due to distance, etc. The 

information in regard to the price, etc., was confidential 

between the Council and the member institutions. 

In 1978, some policy changes were introduced by the 

Director of Shared Service. Rather than requiring the 

Shared Service Committee to direct the final review of 

negotiated contracts, the Purchasing Advisory Committee 

would be the one to handle all negotiations on contracts 

except for new ones under the new policy. Any new or un-

usual contracts would still have to be approved by the 

Shared Service Executive Committee. 

A second policy change called for the technical 

committees to bear the responsibility for determining 
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specifications for the product service contracts and 

negotiating them while the Purchasing Advisory Committee 

would recommend the optimal vendor's contract and the 

Shared Service Executive Committee would have final approval 

Other policy changes or questions had been suggested by 

the Director, but to date only a discussion of them had 

been undertaken. 

Organization 

The organization of the Shared Service Division from 

1972 through 1976 consisted of a Shared Service Committee, 

a Purchasing Advisory Committee (PAC), and Technical 

Advisory Committees (TAC). The formation of the organi-

zation chart showing those relationships would appear as 

follows: 

TAC 
Dietary 

TAC 
Pharmacy 

TAC 
Respiratory Therapy 

Shared Service Committee 

Purchasing Advisory Committee 

Fig. 2—Original Organizational Structure 
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The Shared Service Committee was composed of the 

administrator or representative from each member hospital 

in the Division; it was responsible for preparing plans, 

budgets, and approving vendor contracts. The Purchasing 

Advisory Committee consisted of the purchasing agents of 

member hospitals and it was responsible for compiling the 

product specifications of the different contracts. Each 

of the Technical Advisory Committees served to assist the 

PAC in making decisions about the various technical areas. 

In 1977, the organizational structure was expanded 

to include a new Shared Service Executive Committee and 

three more Technical Advisory Committees. This expanded 

version of the Division is illustrated in Figure 3 with 

explanations of the revised functions following. 

Once again the Shared Service Committee was composed 

of the administrators or representatives of all member 

hospitals in the Division. This committee met twice a 

year to consider and approve the goals and budget of the 

Division. 

A new committee was inserted between the very large 

Shared Service Committee and the equally large Purchasing 

Advisory Committee. It was called the Shared Service 

Executive Committee and was composed of five members selec-

ted from the Shared Service Committee: a chairman, the 

past chairman, and three elected members. Its purpose was 
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to meet once a month to guide the Division's work in the 

following ways (1): 

1. Review PAC recommendations and make final 

approval 

2. Formulate policies goals for the year and submit 

to the Shared Service Committee for approval 

3. Develop annual budget and submit to Shared Service 

Committee for final approval 

4. Develop long-range (five years) plans 

By creating the smaller committee, the Division was 

able to overcome the problems created by the large Shared 

Service Committee trying to discuss and decide on the many 

issues formulated by the Technical Advisory Committees and 

PAC. 

The number of Purchasing Advisory Committees increased 

from three to six and all of these were condidered Ad Hoc 

Committees. That is, they were only called to meet when-

ever there was work for the committee to consider. 

The Shared Service Division, as represented by this 

organization structure, was responsible to the Dallas 

Hospital Council's Board of Trustees. The Board consisted 

of several of the member hospital administrators. There-

fore, the communications between the Board and the Division 

were relatively clear and free of conflicts. 

Comments made about the various committees' work 

seemed equally weighted for and against. Some of the 
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negative comments heard resembled the usual complaints 

about committee work . . . that is, that a few people 

took the leading roles and made most of the decisions, 

much of the committee's time was spent in useless bickering, 

and that the work assigned the committee was arbitrarily 

done so and of questionable use to the Division. Positive 

comments ran along the vein of the improvement in communi-

cation between hospitals, the vital importance of the 

exchange of information that was occurring, and the trend 

that was developing toward a system of community health 

care in the thinking of administrators. As the Division 

gained more experience with the various sectors working 

together for the good of the system, the techniques used, 

such as committee work, became somewhat more refined and 

effective. 

Goals and Objectives 

The Shared Service Division developed a set of goals 

and objectives in the form of two-year plans for 1978 and 

the next four years. These plans illustrated what the 

Division would like to do and the direction it planned to 

take. A summary of these goals and objectives is given 

below: 

1978-79 Goals 

1. To effect a computerized food purchasing plan 

and expand the shared purchasing program. This would call 
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call for the acquisition of a small computer, a purchasing 

agent to coordinate the program, office space, and a full-

time employee to coordinate entire effort. 

2. To provide a central unit-dose program. Such a 

program would allow hospitals to purchase large volumes 

of drugs at lower prices, but then be able to receive them 

already prepackaged in the smaller quantities in which they 

were normally dispensed. To accomplish this, the Division 

would need a pharmacist, two packers, two unit-dose machines, 

and the appropriate amount of space. 

3. To secure a grant from the Sid W. Richardson 

Foundation to conduct a feasibility study and prepare a 

plan for a shared laundry facility available for the Dallas 

and Fort Worth area hospitals. 

4. To provide a microfilming service to member 

hospitals. The equipment would be owned by the Council and 

located in the offices of the Division. The plan would call 

for space equipment, personnel and supplies. 

5. To provide a clinical engineering service to lower 

costs on the maintenance of electronic equipment. At 

present, this would be accomplished through a contract with 

a local hospital service firm. 

1980-81 Goals 

1. To implement the shared laundry, based upon findings 

of feasibility study. 
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2. To conduct a feasibility plan for a shared computer 

terminal service for Blue Cross and Medicaid. 

3. To conduct a feasibility plan for a shared courier 

service. 

4. To develop an unemployment compensation adminis-

tration program. 

5. To develop a shared credit collection program. 

1982-83 Goals 

1. To formulate a management development program. 

2. To develop a shared data processing program. 

3. To conduct a feasibility study of shared laboratory 

pathology. 

4. To conduct a feasibility study of shared electro-

cardiology . 

5. To conduct a feasibility study of shared anesthe-

siology . 

These goals for the four years represented the trends 

that other shared service groups around the country had 

taken and been successful in doing so. They were modified 

to reflect the particular characteristics of the Dallas-

Fort Worth area hospitals and, as such, represented the 

primary areas of need and benefit. 

Identification of Product and Service Needs 

The way in which the Division determined the kinds of 

products and services the member hospitals needed and 
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wished to obtain through shared service arrangements was 

by way of a Survey of Interest form sent to the member 

hospitals. These areas had been suggested by members of 

the technical committees, the Shared Service Executive 

Committeej or the Shared Service Committee. Rather than 

trying to determine any real interest at one of the larger 

meetings, the Division simply asked each hospital to 

indicate its particular areas of interest on a form like 

the one reproduced in Appendix D. Once the Division staff 

received the survey replies, they put together a summary 

report, such as the one reproduced in Appendix E, which 

served as the starting point for investigation. 

After a viable area of heavily represented interest 

in a new product or service by the member hospitals was 

determined, a feasibility study was conducted. For the 

purposes of the study, the major areas of application were 

considered, a review of current literature as to other 

similar hospital experiences was made, a discussion of the 

application to the Dallas-Fort Worth hospital needs was 

held, conclusions were drawn, and the details of the actual 

operation, sucb as organization, volume, cost, contracting 

arrangements, and responsibility assignments, were developed 

(3). Such a feasibility study then served as the basis for 

further consideration and promise of involvement by the 

member hospitals. 
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The product areas that the Division had the most success 

in developing were in the foods area and the very simple 

medical supplies such as I.V. solution. The representatives 

of the different hospitals had little trouble coming to a 

common agreement on product specifications and vendor pro-

visions . 

As the Division's spectrum of product interest grew, 

however, the same was not true of the more complicated types 

or products. Obstacles such as individual doctor's prefer-

ences, medical routines of the hospital, and even the drug 

laws of Texas stood in the way of providing shared products 

or services that promised larger cost savings as well as 

more effective medical care. 

The Division has not yet found solutions to these 

obstacles. For the most part, neither has any other type 

of sharing organization, with the possible exception (at 

least in some areas) of the corporate hospital chain. This 

remains an area in need of investigation and solution. Once 

it is solved, the horizon of potential sharing arrangements 

will expand many times its present range, and begin to 

provide substantial savings to all size hospitals. 

Summary 

Chapter III served as a summary discussion of the 

history, organization, policies and procedures, and future 

plans of the Shared Service Division of the Dallas Hospital 
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Council. Now that the "view fr-om above" has been studied, 

the view from below is given a turn. Chapter IV illus-

trates the summary points of interviews with the individual 

hospital administrators of thejthirty-three hospitals in 

the sample population concerning their shared service 

activities. Chapter V then proposes the comparisons of 

activities, and patterns noted. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SHARED SERVICE PARTICIPATION AND POLICY 

IN METROPOLITAN AREA HOSPITALS 

The Dallas Hospital Council with Its Shared Service 

Division was chosen as being representative of metro-

politan hospital groups around the country attempting to 

voluntarily contain costs and systematize the health care 

within a region. By studying the member hospitals'1 

efforts3 it was possible to generate conclusions and 

recommendations that would be useful to other metropolitan 

councils. This chapter, then, describes the methodology 

and substance of the interviews with hospital administra-

tors, or their representatives, belonging to the Dallas 

Hospital Council. 

Once the Dallas Council was chosen as the subject of 

study, the researcher held an initial interview with Ernest 

Pant, the Director of the Shared Service Division. As the 

interview progressed, Mr. Pant became so interested in the 

study that he spoke to John Gavras, the Executive Director 

of the Dallas Hospital Council, about endorsing the study. 

Mr. Gavras was very supportive and sent the letter seen in 

Appendix P to all members of the Council. Because of the 

impact of this endorsement letter, the people interviewed 

displayed a high degree of cooperation. 

61 
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Metholology 

The Dallas Council contains a membership size of 

forty-seven hospitals within the Dallas-Port Worth area. 

Of these forty-seven hospitals, thirty-seven belong to 

the Shared Service Division. Using the formula for 

random selection, a sample of thirty-three hospitals 

from the forty-seven was chosen. The formula was based 

on a 95 percent confidence level with a 10 percent allow-

able error or accuracy level. In the forthcoming tables 

and discussion of findings, the thirty-three hospitals are 

identified by a letter and number to protect any confi-

dential information given during the interviews. Each 

discussion was tape-recorded with the permission of the 

interviewee in order to allow for the retention of more 

details with greater accuracy. 

A short summary of each interview is provided in the 

following section. First, the standard format is presented 

showing the questions asked of each interviewee. Then at 

the end of the regular questionnaire, any unusual or 

significant information or comment made by the interviewee 

is recorded under the section entitled "Narrative.11 

Interview Format 

The following is an outline and explanation of the 

interview format used to record and compare the information 

taken from discussions with the hospital administrators. 
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I. Hospital code.—The code identifies by the use 

of symbols and letters the major descriptive characteris-

tics of each hospital. The first letter of the code 

categorizes the hospitals according to the type of owner-

ship: "P" indicates a privately owned hospital or "Pb" 

indicates a publicly owned one such as a hospital district, 

county, or minicipal hospital. The second letter in the 

code indicates the profit status of the hospital. A "Pr" 

means that the hospital was a proprietary one, while "NFP" 

means that it was not-for-profit. The third set of letters 

indicates the DHC Shared Service Division membership status 

of the hospital. An "S/S" means that the hospital is a 

member of the DHC Division while an "NS/S" means that the 

hospital is not. These letters in no way reflect on other 

sharing activities of the hospital. Rather, they simply 

indicate whether or not the hospital is a member of the 

Dallas organization. The last set of symbols bounded by 

parentheses records the size category of the hospital in 

terms of the number of beds contained in each. Size is 

divided into three groups: (1-199)3 (200-499), and (500+). 

Therefore, a hospital with the numbers (1-199) has fewer 

than 200 beds, while a hospital cataloged as (200-499) has 

at least 200 beds but fewer than 500. The number of beds 

involves the hospital proper and not any satellite 

organization. 
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11• Date of membership.—The second section of the 

outline records the approximate time when the hospital 

joined the Council and then joined the Shared Service 

Division. Space is provided to record the reasons for 

joining the Division. If the person interviewed did not 

know why the hospital joined, a simple "None Given" 

appears. 

III. Sharing activities.—This section involves both 

those things shared through the Council's organization and 

those shared through another group with whom the hospital 

associates. 

IV. Policies regarding sharing.—One of the main 

purposes of this research was to look at the policy-making 

efforts of the different administrators. These policies 

are recorded in the fourth section of the outline. They 

are divided between written and verbal, and serve to 

indicate the administrator's efforts toward formalizing 

the sharing philosophy of the hospital. 

Future sharing.—In this section, answers are 

recorded about the needs and plans of the administrator to 

participate in shared services in the future. Needs 

include those areas in which the administrator had noted 

a problem which could best be solved through some sort of 

sharing arrangement. Plans involve thoughts or actions 
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directed, toward initiating some sharing activities with 

other hospitals. 

VI- Narrative.—The final section of the outline 

allows for any unusual or significant comments made by the 

administrator regarding past or present sharing efforts or 

philosophies. Frequently, it provides some of the more 

enlightening ideas of the interview. 

Individual Practices in Sample Hospitals 

The following outlines summarize the data taken from 

the interviews with thirty-three administrators of member 

hospitals in the Dallas Hospital Council. 

H-l 

I. Hospital Code—P—NFP—S/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC when it originated 

B. Joined S/S when it originated 

Reasons—They helped organize the Councils and 

for it to be successful in the long run they 

felt the need to follow and support its work. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Computer 

2 . THA Credit Union 

3. THA Insurance Programs 
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IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 

1. To support the Council's work 

2. To participate when it is beneficial to 

the hospital 

3. To make the dollar go as far as possible 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs 

1. Improved laundry service 

2. Radiology 

B. Plans—None 

VI. Narrative—This administrator was very supportive 

of the Council and wanted to participate in the 

Shared Service program whenever possible. There-

fore, he joined in a particular product or service 

offering if the appropriate department head thought 

it beneficial. Regarding government pressure, he 

set up a cost containment committee. 

H-2 

I. Hospital Code—P-NF—S/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1967 

B. Joined S/S—1970 

Reasons—None given 
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III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Computer time 

2. Use two area hospitals as referral 

hospitals for several medical procedures 

B. Inside DHC 

1. Purchasing 

2. Laundry 

3. Microfilming 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal—To stick with and totally explore items 

which represent major dollar savings. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs 

1. In-service training 

2. Local shared retirement plan program 

3. Self insurance 

B. Plans—None 

IV. Narrative—The administrator had not attempted to 

set goals, objectives, or policies because he felt 

he did not have timely enough information to do 

so. Rather, he expected the Council to do this for 

him. However, he did not like to bother his employees 

with all of the surveys that the Council sent out. 
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He felt that the responsibility of the Council was 

to demonstrate real cost saving. 

His hospital had not, at this time, developed any 

formal policy statements. If the DHC did not set 

up policy structure, then his hospital would set 

up one for themselves. Within six months to a 

year, they would be developing these guidelines 

so that people representing the hospital would 

know what they were talking about. 

H-3 

I. Hospital Code--P--NFP--S/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1969 

B. Joined S/S—1976 

Reasons—None given 

III. Sharing activities 

A. Outside DHC—None 

B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal—To save money 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—None 

B. Plans—None 
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Narrative—In this hospital there was little support 

for sharing activities at the top level of the 

organization. Only the purchasing agent exhibited 

any awareness of the hospital's extent of partici-

pation; the administrator knew nothing about it 

except to send the interviewer to the purchasing 

agent. Therefore, only a limited amount of 

attention had been paid to the subject despite the 

purchasing agent's enthusiasm to learn. There was 

little chance that policy development would ever be 

a major concern here. 

H-4 

I. Hospital Code—P—NFP—S/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1969 

B. Joined S/S—1977 

Reasons—None given 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Computer services 

2. C. T. Scanner 

3- Laser Surgical Facility 

4. Laboratory services 

5. Blood cross-matching services 

6. Tissue typing 
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B. Inside DHC 

1. Purchasing 

2. Laundry 

3. Microfilming 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—"To find the most equitable and 

economic way to provide a service." 

B. Verbal—None 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—Shared physicist 

B. Plans—To share in all but one of the services 

to be offered by the DHC next year. 

VI. Narrative—This medical center contained several 

specialty divisions operating through a central 

business office, purchasing office, accounting 

system, etc. Therefore, any purchasing done 

through the DHC Shared Service program affected 

all of the different divisions. This administrator 

was one of the few who was able to show evidence 

of formal policy development regarding shared 

service. He cited Medicare as actually inhibit-

ing a hospital from being economical. Government 

actions helped to increase rather than decrease 

costs in his opinion. 
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H-5 

I. Hospital Code—P—NFP—S/S—( 1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1978 

B. Joined S/S—1978 

Reasons—They joined with a group of hospitals 

from the area, in particular the hospital to 

which this hospital is a satellite. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Laundry 

2. Purchasing with a county organization 

3. Computer with managing hospital 

B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal—To participate when it is more 

economical for the hospital 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—None 

B. Plans—None 

VI. Narrative—The administrator of this hospital 

did not believe there was as much cost savings 

to shared services as people were led to believe. 

DHC was performing the service that the Texas 

Hospital Association once served but then later 
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was not able to meet the demand. Because hospitals 

used different methods, shared purchasing of the 

future would have to include purchasing more than 

one type of the same object. This administrator 

had given very little thought to future partici-

pation in the DHC-Shared Service program partly 

because of the sharing system that was evolving 

from the relationship of this hospital, its 

managing hospital, and a third hospital eventually 

to become a satellite. 

H-6 

I. Hospital Code—P-NFP—NS/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1968 

B. Joined S/S—No 

Reasons—Until recently, this hospital had been 

rather small. They had conducted an analysis 

of the cost of belonging to the Shared Service 

Division versus the savings, and it turned out 

not to be economically beneficial. Now that 

they had grown, however, they were in the process 

of reevaluating the cost-benefit analysis. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 
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1. Computer 

2. THA insurance 

3. Food service 

4. Radiology, Neurology, Anesthesiology, and 

Genetics shared with a medical school 

5. Pediodontics shared with a dental school 

6. Nurses training shared with a nursing 

school 

7. Physical rehabilitation and respiratory 

therapy shared with seven universities 

8. Biomedical Engineering shared with a 

university 

B. Inside DHC—None 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 

1. If a product or service can be provided 

more efficiently, less expensively, and 

be of higher quality through a sharing 

arrangement, then they will share. 

2. If they can provide the product or service 

better privately, then they will do it 

alone. 
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3. In situations through which they are 

unable to provide the product or service 

because of supply and demand, then they 

will go to a sharing arrangement to get it. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—Medical transcriptionist (typist) 

B. Plans—To reevaluate the DHC-Shared Service 

program to see if savings would be available 

to them now. 

VI. Narrative—This particular hospital was supported 

completely by donations. Since there were no 

charges made to the patient or his family, the 

hospital did not deal with any form of insurance 

(including Medicare and Medicaid) nor did it 

receive any local, state, or federal funds. There-

fore, the only contact with the joint Commission 

was for accreditation, and there was no mention 

made of cost containment in those standards. At 

this time they saw no reason to write formal policy 

statements because there was no government pressure 

to do so, and they viewed every.product and service 

as requiring a different set of considerations 

depending upon the situation. 

H-7 

I. Hospital Code—P—Pr—NS/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 
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A. Joined DHC—Several years ago 

B. Joined S/S—No 

Reasons—They were already sharing very good 

contracts through a national hospital 

corporation. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. THA Biomedical Engineer 

2. Purchasing contracts through a national 

hospital corporation 

3. Informal sharing agreements with nearby 

hospitals 

B. Inside DHC—None 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal—None 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs 

1. Dietary purchasing 

2. Linen service 

3. Shared nursing pool 

B. Plans—None 

VI. Narrative—This small hospital saw no need to 

document sharing efforts or develop formal policies 
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about sharing because they were depending upon 

their national organization to do so in case of 

a government audit. 

H-8 

I. Hospital Code—P—Pr—S/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—When it originated 

B. Joined S/S—1977 

Reasons—None given 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC—THA Shared Electrical Safety 

Service 

B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 

1. At department head meetings the adminis-

trator told them that they were definitely 

interested in the DHC sharing program. 

2. They were interested in looking at any 

product or service that was offered. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—None suggested 

B. Plans—To join Unit Dose program of DHC 
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VI. Narrative—The administrator said that because of 

government pressure they would be developing formal 

policy guidelines by next year. He also stated 

that on their present sharing efforts they con-

ducted a detailed comparative analysis on only 

those items most easily kept track of, such as I.V. 

fluids, milk, bread, and light globes. 

H-9 

;I. Hospital Code—P—Pr—S/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—When it originated 

B. Joined S/S—1976 

Reasons—They wanted to get better prices for 

the products they purchased. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. National product contracts by their owner 

group 

2. THA Liability Insurance program 

B. Inside DHC 

1. Purchasing 

2. Laundry 

3. Microfilming 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 
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B. Verbal—To purchase at the least possible 

price without sacrificing quality 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—In almost all areas of services and 

products 

B. Plans—To participate in as many types of 

shared products and services as possible. 

VI. Narrative—The personal philosophy of this 

administrator showed that he considered himself 

to be "very community-oriented and dedicated to 

keeping the hospital very much involved in the 

Dallas Hospital Council." Because they were a 

proprietary hospital, they were profit oriented 

and looking for the best product or service at 

the least cost. In regard to government involve-

ment in hospital administration, this gentleman 

said that it was the hospital's fault because of 

their not cleaning their own house voluntarily. 

H-10 

I. Hospital Code—P—Pr—S/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHS—Several years ago 

B. Joined S/S—Several years ago 

Reasons—None given 
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III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1.. Through their corporate ownership group 

a. Purchasing (prime vendor contracts) 

b. Personnel 

c. Insurance 

d. Administration 

e. Computer 

f. Architect 

g. Engineers 

2. Through the Texas Hospital Association 

a. Shared Electrical Safety Service 

b. Credit Union 

c. Biomedical people check some equipment 

B. Inside DHC 

1. Purchasing 

2. Laundry 

IY. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal—"We'll participate in the program only 

so long as It helps us." 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—Shared personnel pool 

B. Plans—To join microfilming service 

VI. Narrative—This administrator said that he 

participated in the DHC Shared Service program 
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I, 

II, 

III. 

because it was good management practice to try to 

to get the best deal. One time he had the experience 

of a vendor coming back with a lower price than 

the DHC was able to offer him. Despite the fact 

that he had verbally committed himself to the 

DHC, he took the vendor's lower bid. He justified 

this by saying that with only a small number of 

beds his hospital did not affect DHC a lot. "After 

all," he said in reference to his action, "that's 

part of the business of being in the Shared Service 

thing." Regarding government pressure, the admin-

istrator complained that government was pushing to 

keep hospital charges down but was doing nothing 

about the costs to the hospital. 

H-ll 

Hospital Code—P—Pr—$/S—(1-199) 

Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—195^ 

B. Joined S/S—1970 

Reason—None given 

Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. THA Shared Electrical Safety Service 

2. THA Insurance 

3. Computer time 
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B. Inside DHC 

1. Purchasing 

2. Laundry 

3. Security 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 

1. He will go with the Shared Service program 

whenever possible because he is interested 

in its continuation. 

2. However, he will take the best deal offered 

even if it is not with the Shared Service 

group. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs 

1. Unit dose program 

2. Biomedical Engineer 

B. Plans—None 

VI. Narrative—Although this administrator said there 

was a great deal of government pressure about shar-

ing, the pressure was directed at what the hospital 

said it would do rather than what it actually did. 

He would never attempt to develop policy guidelines 

for sharing because he hated documentation. In 

fact, he would "fight it to the last breath!" 
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H-12 

I. Hospital Code—P—Pr—NS/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC--1977 

B. Joined S/S—No 

Reasons—The hospital joined DHC in order to 

have a voice in local politics, contact with 

people having similar problems, and involve-

ment in the industry in the local area. He 

had not joined the Division because until 

recently, he could get better contracts on 

his own. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. National purchasing contracts with the 

company that managed the hospital. 

2. Computer time 

3. Training efforts shared with other hospi-

tals in the state that are managed by the 

same company. 

B. Inside DHC—None 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written 

1. Higher up in the corporate organization 

of the managing firm there were guidelines 

in the area of purchasing. 
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2. At the local level, however, there were 

none. 

B. Verbal—None 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs 

1. Laundry 

2. Biomedical Engineering 

B. Plans—To join DHC Shared Service 

VI. Narrative—Because this hospital was a part of a 

national hospital management organization, they 

were not as needful or impressed with the DHC's 

activities as other hospitals of their size. 

Instead, they depended upon their company's 

national purchasing contracts. The administrator 

felt, however, that they would be joining the DHC 

Shared Service program within a year's time. 

He was especially interested In the service areas 

that his own company was unable to provide, due to 

his hospital being the only company representative 

within several hundred miles. 

H-13 

I. Hospital Code—P--Pr—S/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1965 or 1966 
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B. Joined S/S—1977 

Reasons—DHC began offering items that this 

hospital could use. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC—THA insurance 

B. Inside DHC—Laundry 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 

1. None 

2. The administrator, in his own words, liked 

to "fly by the seat of his pants." 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—Inservice training 

B. Plans—None 

VI. Narrative—This hospital was very small and very 

narrow in its area of specialization. Therefore, 

they had no need for most of the products or 

services offered by the DHC. Developing formal 

policies on sharing was way down on the adminis-

trator's list of priorities. Since he was partici-

pating in at least one area of sharing he felt no 

pressure from the government or otherwise to 

document or formalize sharing efforts. 
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H-14 

I. Hospital Code—P—Pr—S/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1976 

Joined S/S—1976 

Reasons—None given 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Purchasing agreements with corporate owner 

group 

a. Major supply Items 

b. Medical equipment 

2. Support services with corporate owner group 

a. Third party cost basis reimbursement 

b. Cost reporting 

c. Engineering 

d. Nursing service 

e. Respiratory therapy 

f. Education 

3. THA 

a. Insurance 

b. Shared Electrical Safety Service 

B. Inside DHC 

1. Purchasing 

2. Microfilming 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 
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A. Written 

1. None at the local level 

2. Financial goals, quality of service goals 

and productivity goals were developed at 

the corporate level. 

B. Verbal—To secure the best price and the best 

service. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—Manpower pool, primarily in nursing 

services 

B. Plans 

1. They could be open to another hospital's 

offer to share 

2. The administrator felt that his hospital 

was too small to initiate any sharing 

arrangements. 

VI. Narrative—The administrator of this proprietary 

hospital said that it is very hard to share with 

other proprietary hospitals because they are all 

in competition with each other. It is difficult 

to know what Information to divulge and what 

information to hold as confidential. It also 

proves to be a problem to determine to whom to 

charge what portion of the costs. 
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Since his primary goal was to contain costs, the 

administrator worked to get the best overall deal 

from a vendor. A couple of times he had backed 

out of a DHC contract because he could get a 

lower cost on the items from several vendors. 

Although there was no need at this time to formal-

ize policy on sharing, he saw that as the coming 

trend in the next two to five years. He even 

foresaw the formation of a cost containment depart-

ment in each hospital as the government pushed 

harder for evidence or documentation on such efforts 

H-15 

I. Hospital Code—P—Pr—NS/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1974 

B. Joined S/S—No 

Reasons—The administrator said that he could 

not afford the dues because he would not save 

at least that much from the DHC contracts. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. THA group hospital insurance programs 

2. Purchasing and some services through a 

state-wide group of hospitals 

B. Inside DHC—None 



IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal—Informal understanding between the 

administrator and the purchasing agent about 

the bylaws of the corporation and the adoption 

of the prime vendor concept. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—Manpower pool 

B. Plans—Due to government pressure they will 

probably formalize policies about sharing 

efforts eventually. 

VI. Narrative—This administrator was satisfied with 

the contracts made available through his state-

wide hospital organization, which only required 

minimal dues. The DHC, on the other hand, 

required such large dues for both membership to 

Council and to the Shared Service Division that 

the smaller hospitals simply could not afford to 

belong. 

H-16 

I. Hospital Code—P—Pr—S/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHS—Unknown 

B. Joined S/S—1977 

Reasons—The administrator was very active 

in both DHC and THA activities. 
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III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC—purchasing contracts through 

their corporate ownership headquarters. 

B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written 

1. None at the local level 

2. There could be organization-wide ones at 

the corporate headquarters, but this was 

not known for sure. 

B. Verbal 

1. The administrator felt there was a gentle-

men's agreement that he would go to his 

corporation first for a contract, to DHC 

second, and to a private vendor last. 

2. Once he indicated interest in a bid, he 

he would not back out even if the vendor 

came back with a lower bid than DHC. 

3. Price was a deciding factor, but quality 

was important, too. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs 

1. Shared occupational therapy 

2. Social worker 

B. Plans—None 
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VI. Narrative—The administrator of this hospital felt 

very strongly the need for local control. He did 

not want several products or services offered 

together in a package. Instead he wanted direct 

input into every kind of contract arrangement. 

There was not enough control or accountability for 

the evaluation of the products or services offered 

by the DHC. "Shared services is getting out of 

hand," said this administrator. "Before you know 

it, it will be getting into all kinds of areas!" 

H-17 

I. Hospital Code—P—Pr—S/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined.DHC—1950 

B. Joined S/S—1970 

Reasons—Administrator was very active in DHC 

activities at the time. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Malpractice insurance 

2. Patient transfer agreement with an area 

hospital 

3. THA Shared Educational Service 

B. Inside DHC 
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1. Purchasing 

2. Security 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 

1. To provide high quality service at a 

reasonable price with no federal, state, 

or local funding support. 

2. To not have one class of patients sub-

sidizing another. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs 

1. Utility rate consultants 

2. Inspection and recharging of fire 

extinguishers 

B. Plans—None 

VI. Narrative—Because of DHC's budgeting procedure, 

smaller hospitals were paying proportionately 

more than larger hospitals. This prevented many 

smaller hospitals from participating. Also, it 

was inappropriate for the Council to say that 

it had saved the hospital so much money each year, 

It was the hospital's support that enabled the 

Council to get the bid. 

H-18 

I. Hospital Code—Pb-NFP—S/S—(1-199) 
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II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—When it originated 

B. Joined S/S—1975 

Reasons—They wanted to join in 1971 but were 

unable to get a legal opinion about a public 

hospital participating In a shared arrange-

ment until 1975j at which time they were given 

the signal to proceed. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Computer services 

2. Educational service with a nearby medical 

school 

B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 

1. If a sharing arrangement were profitable 

or beneficial, or if it were mutually 

advantageous, the hospital would participate 

2. He would take advantage of whatever alter-

native offers him the most. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs 

1. Shared recruitment of specialists 

2. Unit dose packaging 
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B. Plans—None 

VI. Narrative—This administrator was very active in 

getting the DHC's Shared Service Division started 

but had not been able to participate as fully as 

he desired because of the hospital's isolated 

location. "We are committed by our actions, not 

just a policy, to explore and take advantage of 

all shared services available that will benefit 

the patients we serve to the extent that is 

feasible and practical," he said. Regarding the 

formulation of policy in the future, he stated 

that he would probably try to make some initial 

effort in order to supply documentation for any 

governmental audit. In the past and present, 

there have been merely informal arrangements be-

tween administrators regarding any sharing 

activities. 

H-19 

I. Hospital Code—Pb—NFP—S/S—(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1972 

B. Joined s/S—1974 

Reasons—They wanted to extend buying power 

and improve service to patients. 
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III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Texas Hospital Association 

a. Collection Association 

b. Management Engineering Group 

c. Shared Electrical Safety Service 

d. Malpractice Insurance 

2. Contract with another hospital for physical 

therapy services 

3. Contract with a regional group of hospitals 

for group purchasing 

4. Contract for Nuclear Medicine with a 

company 

5. Shared accounting functions performed by 

a computer with City Hall 

6. Inservice Education program with three other 

area hospitals 

7. EKG's and ECG's read by a large area hospital 

by means of a Xerox Telecopier 

B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal—Board of Directors adopted the informal 

policy of utilizing shared services where 

possible 

V. Future Sharing 
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A. Needs—Any feasible area 

B. Plans—To continue trying to set up sharing 

programs with other hospitals in the area 

VI. Narrative—This particular hospital was the most 

aggressive in attempts to arrange sharing activi-

ties for its size. Two years ago the adminis-

tration had attempted to initiate sharing activities 

with other area hospitals only to find that he was 

unsuccessful in getting anyone committed. After 

trying to develop some specific shared service 

guidelines, he gave up his efforts in vain as one 

group wanted the sharing relationship on one basis 

while a second group wanted it on another and so on. 

Several interesting comments were made by the 

administrator during the interview. One such 

comment concerned the questionable practice that 

the larger hospitals sometimes used prior to the 

passage of P.L. 93-461. Such a hospital would use 

the demographic data of an entire region to justify 

the need for a certain specialty center and the 

federal funds to build it, but would then return 

to the surrounding physical area basis when 

accepting patients into the specialty center. 

Another very provocative comment he made concerned 

the future of shared service. "To me," he said, 
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Shared service has got to go a lot further 
than purchasing. We are not really talking about 
shared service there; we are talking about a 
shared product to the institution. The shared 
service is what you render to the patient. When 
I can start sharing ray services with the patient 
so that if they need a certain treatment I can 
send them to one hospital without the red tape 
and legal hassles now necessary, then we will 
have truly sharing. The reverse of this 
situation would hold, too. When that specialty 
hospital had limited beds, they could send their 
convalescent patients who needed little more 
than checking to my hospital and free up their 
critically needed beds. 

Regarding the future of shared service policy, 

his administrator said that he foresaw many 

obstacles to attempts to set up guiding principles 

Because of differences in legal status, community 

philosophies, board philosophies, and hospitals 

themselves, administrators would be hard pressed 

to develop broad policy statements about sharing. 

Such arrangements with one group would probably 

be very different than arrangements with another 

group. 

H-20 

I. Hospital Code—Pb—NFP—S/S--(1-199) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1966 

B. Joined S/S—1970 

Reasons—They wanted to increase cost 

savings through group purchasing. 
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III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC—None 

B. Inside DHC 

1. Purchasing 

2. Laundry 

3. Security Guards 

4. Microfilming 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 

1. Cost savings is the primary consideration 

when evaluating the bid for a product or 

service. 

2. The hospital will support the Shared 

Service Division through participation 

up to the point of losing a very small 

amount of money despite the emphasis on 

cost containment. 

3. Participating in shared service contracts 

should provide the hospital a 5 percent 

savings on total volume. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—Pharmaceutical Generic Equivalent 

Formulary 

B. Plans—To participate in DHC contracts when-

ever possible. 
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YI. Narrative—This administrator spoke very sincerely 

of the need to support the work of the Council. 

He believed very strongly in the concept of strength 

in numbers and relied heavily on the Council to do 

the necessary research to provide the best contracts 

Although cost was the most important consideration, 

service was an important consideration, as well. 

One comment made regarding government action was 

that government agencies were requiring hospitals 

to hold the line on costs even though the prices of 

materials and wages continued to rise. 

H-21 

I. Hospital code—P—NPP—S/S—(200-499) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1978 

B. Joined S/S—1978 

Reasons—They wanted to increase purchasing 

strength through group buying. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC—Data processing 

B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IY. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 
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1. If the quality of the product or service 

is at least equal to the one presently 

used and the price is lower, then the 

hospital will participate in DHC's 

Shared Service offerings 

2. If the hospital indicates interest to the 

Shared Service Division in going out for 

bids on a particular offering, then it is 

committed to accept the lowest bid that 

is returned. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—Shared manpower pool 

B. Plans—Once they had more experience with the 

program, to set administrative objectives, 

policies, and procedures. 

VI. Narrative—This administrator said that cost con-

tainment was the primary objective with quality of 

service only a secondary consideration. In terms 

of participation, distance was a problem for them 

since they were somewhat isolated from other shared 

service hospitals geographically. 

H-22 

I. Hospital Code—P—NPP—S/S—(200-499) 

II. Date of of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1971 
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B. Joined S/S—1971 

Reasons—They saw the Shared Service program 

as a way to maximize purchasing power. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Computer system 

2. THA insurance program 

B. Inside DHC 

1. Purchasing 

2. Security guards 

3. Microfilming 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None except for discussion of sharing 

Included in the minutes of meetings held with 

department heads. 

B. Verbal 

1. They will participate unless there is a 

reason not to participate. 

2. They support Shared Service across the 

board. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs 

1. Clinical equipment repair 

2. Window cleaning service 

B. Plans—None 
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VI. Narrative—This hospital had only recently finished 

a major expansion program. Now that they were in 

a resting posture, they were going to take time to 

consolidate and coordinate what they had done. At 

this point in time they had developed no formal 

policies on sharing, but the administrator was sure 

that they would do so sometime before the Joint 

Commission and Utilization Review group asked them 

about their policies on cost containment effort. 

They supported the DHC's sharing effort to the 

point that they had taken small losses in the past. 

This was done partly to assure the success of the 

program in the long run when it would benefit the 

member hospitals the most. 

H-23 

I. Hospital Code—P—NFP—S/S--(200-499) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1978 

B. Joined S/S—1978 

Reasons—They joined because they had conducted 

a breakeven analysis and determined that the 

dues structure was such that they could now 

begin saving money. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 
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1. Computer time 

2. Purchasing agreements with other area 

hospitals 

B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 

1. They made a commitment to participate in 

every sharing arrangement that was econom-

ically feasible. 

2. They will take the best contract offered 

no matter what group offers it. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs 

1. Microfilming 

2. Biomedical Engineering 

3. Manpower pool 

B. Plans—To continue studying DHC offerings 

VI. Narrative—This administrator said it was unlikely 

that any written policies would be developed. The 

reason for this was that they believed that when 

they saw something good they had to act immed-

iately and take advantage of the opportunity. 

Therefore, they could not afford to take the time 

to write policy statements about it. The admin-

istrator would take the lowest bid offered. If 
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the Council offered it, they would go along with 

the Council. However, if a vendor came back 

with a lower bid, then this hospital would with-

draw from the Council's contract and go with the 

vendor. He saw this as a viable product of 

the Council's work. Their competition made the 

vendors offer a lower price. 

H-24 

I. Hospital Code—P-NFP—S/S—(200-499 ) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1970 

B. Joined S/S—1970 

Reasons—None given 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC—computer time 

B. Inside DHC 

1. Purchasing 

2. Laundry 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—"To provide good patient care at the 

lowest possible price." 

B. Verbal—If they can get a product or service 

through the Council for about the same price 

as that of another vendor or group, then 

then will go with the Council's program 
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because (a) he would prefer the Council do the 

bidding so that his purchasing agent can do 

other things and (b) to keep the vendors from 

breaking up the Council's central purchasing 

strength. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs 

1. Shared collection service 

2. Central recruiting program 

3. Shared attorney 

4. Warehouse 

5. Medical typist 

B. Plans—None 

VI. Narrative—This administrator had been very active 

in the shared service activities of the Council. 

In factj in 1976 he pushed the Council off dead 

center by forcing the members to state their 

policies and goals. By doing this, he got every-

one to work toward the same direction. When asked 

about policies and goals for his own hospital, he 

gave the one for cost containment listed earlier. 

However, he saw no reason to write down anything 

else. He had a basic belief about sharing and his 

department heads knew just what that was because 

he preached the same sermon over and over. He 

supposed that if his department heads ever got 
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unhappy about sharing, they might try to circum-

vent the program. At that time, he would write 

out formal policies. 

H-25 

I. Hospital Code—P—NFP—S/S—(200-499) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1970 

B. Joined S/S—1974 

Reasons—The Shared Service Division began 

producing good results in terms of getting 

low bids. Up until 1974, the hospital had 

been able to get better results all by itself, 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC—Computer time 

B. Inside DHC 

1. Purchasing 

2. Laundry 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—They have their own departmental 

purchasing policies but no broad guidelines. 

B. Verbal—To share everything they can through 

the Council. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs 

1. Maintenance Personnel—Specialists on 

staff or on contract who are really 
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knowledgeable about the maintenance needs 

of a hospital. 

2. Large storage warehouses 

B. Plans 

1. Window cleaning 

2. Training 

VI. Narrative—He had not attempted to develop any 

formal policies regarding sharing because "today's 

ballgame may change tomorrow." To him It was 

arbitrary to say when or how he would share in 

in the future. The reason for lack of more sharing 

activities among more hospitals was based upon the 

way they were organized. Sharing between a church 

organization, for-profit, or not-for-profit hospi-

tals presented a number of problems. The only way 

it could be accomplished was through the Council. 

H-26 

I. Hospital Code—P—NPP—S/S—(200-499) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—When it originated 

B. Joined S/S—When it originated 

Reasons—None given 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. THA Productivity Management Reporting System 
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nagement decision as to whether 

afford to do it. If they can, then 

ir philosophy to do so. 
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V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs-—Any other services that were offered 

B. Plans—None 

IV. Narrative-—The hospital was owned and operated 

by a charity organization. This organization 

provided national purchasing contracts which the 

individual hospitals were strongly urged to use. 

However, in situations in which the hospital's 

actions would benefit the community or its hospi-

als (such as participation in sharing arrangements), 

the owner group encouraged involvement. 

H-27 

I. Hospital Code—PB—NFP—S/S—(200-499) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—January, 1978 

B. Joined S/S—1978 

Reasons—They joined with a group of area 

hospitals in anticipation of lowered costs. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Associated with a medical school for 

residents and interns 

2. Radiology with one hospital 

3. Heart Catheterizations with another hospital 

such as Medicare were affected by evidence 
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B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 

1. They will go with the best buy rather than 

support the Council. 

2. Purchasing Departmental Policy—Any contract 

for over $1,000 a year is submitted to 

different vendors for competitive bidding. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—None 

B. Plans—To participate in any services they are 

not already providing for themselves. 

VI. Narrative—This administrator had several strong 

opinions about the Council's work. To begin with, 

he had been supporting the Shared Service Division 

to the point of taking small losses on a few con-

tracts. This practice ended, however, as he 

decided that none of the other hospitals had been 

willing to do so. 

He likened the Council's work to that of a union. 

Now that the Council was involved with Shared 

Service, it was providing the hospital industry 

with some control over the market. It was making 

everyone, the vendors especially, more competitive. 
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The problem that could spell failure for the 

Countil's work, however, was the procedure by 

which bids were negotiated and accepted. The 

Council asked for a firm year's price from the 

vendor while asking only for tentative commit-

ment from the hospitals. This lack of firm 

support for the contracted bids made the vendors 

less willing to commit themselves. The most 

frequent excuse for this problem was doctors' 

preference. Actually, the inability to convince 

doctors to use a common brand had more to do with 

weak administration and lack of education as any 

other reason. 

A final comment he made on the hospital system in 

Texas concerned the third party reimbursement 

system. This system, he said did not encourage 

prudent buying. Rather, increases in cost were 

passed on to the consumer. A better way to proceed 

would be to have the insurance companies set dollar 

amounts that a hospital could charge for an item. 

Therefore, the hospital would be encouraged to buy 

as economically as possible so that the margin 

between cost and reimbursement for an item would 

be as large as possible. It was done this way in 

other states. 
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H-28 

I. Hospital Code—P~NFP—S/S—(500+) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1978 

B. Joined S/S—1978 

Reasons—They joined along with nearby hospitals 

after listening to a presentation by the DHC's 

Executive Director in anticipation of reduced 

expenses. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Data processing 

2. Reference laboratory 

3. Educational efforts with nearby hospitals 

B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written 

1. "Competitive bidding is required for all 

purchases of supplies for which we spend 

$5j000 or more annually." 

2. "Exceptions should be fully documented." 

B. Verbal—To follow the Prudent Buyer Concept. 

(This concept was defined by HEW as "refusing 

to pay more than the going price for an item 

or seryice as well as seeking to economize by 

minimizing cost." Reimbursements under programs 
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of the buyer following or not following this 

principle. ) 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs-Microfilming 

B. Plans—To continue making suggestions for group 

purchases to the Council. 

VI. Narrative—This administrator tried to contain 

costs through sharing arrangements. Because of 

the hospital's size, he was able to provide most 

of the services for their needs. He had no formal 

policies on sharing at present, but he foresaw 

including the idea of sharing in the goals and 

objectives they would set for the coming year. 

Besides the cost containment that was a beneficial 

result of sharing, he saw the exchange of infor-

mation between hospitals in a community or region 

as an important by-product of the process. 

H-29 

I. Hospital Code—P—NFP-—S/S—(500+) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHS—When it originated 

B. Joined S/S—When it originated 

Reasons—It provided a saving for them which 

they could pass on to the patient. Also, they 
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were going to help the smaller hospitals 

whenever they could. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Membership in another shared service group 

which was involved mostly in purchasing. 

2. Cooperated with smaller hospitals in certain 

medical services (such as reading EKG's) 

and supplies. 

B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 

1. They are going to share on all items they 

possibly can. 

2. They plan to remain loyal to the Council's 

program to help the Council get better price 

and service arrangements. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—None 

B. Plans—They were looking at some affiliation 

agreements in the form of management contracts 

with smaller hospitals in the state. 

VI. Narrative—Because of size, this hospital had 

always been able to get as good a price break as 
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the Council could provide, or better. However, 

they felt that It was in their best interest and 

that of the community to participate whenever 

possible in the Council's offerings. Despite some 

good offers from the vendors, this hospital was 

not interested in breaking away from the Council. 

H-30 

I. Hospital Code—P—NFP—S/S—(500+) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—1978 

B. Joined S/S—1978 

Reasons—They joined to save money and to 

demonstrate to government the hospital's co-

operativeness in meeting its requirements. 

An additional Influencing factor was HEW's 

Prudent Buyer Concept. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Computer 370 system, surgery, lab work, 

physical therapy, and laundry service 

shared with a nearby hospital. 

2. Purchasing agreements with a satellite 

hospital and a second area hospital. 

B. Inside DHC--Purchasing 
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IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—In the process of developing policy 

statements regarding all sharing arrangements 

B. Verbal—None 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—None 

B. Plans—To participate in microfilming 

VI. Narrative—This hospital, due to its size and 

resourcesj initiated and participated In quite 

a few sharing arrangements. In an effort to 

coordinate all of these plans, the administrative 

level was in the process of formalizing some 

policy statements that cut across the specific 

sharing activities. 

H-31 

I. Hospital Code—P—NPP—S/S—(500+) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—When it originated 

B. Joined S/S—When it originated 

Reasons—They were Interested in seeing the 

program succeed. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Primary nonmedical services with a satel-

lite hospital 

2. Medical education program 
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B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None 

B. Verbal 

1. Those services that can be provided in-

house or through any other avenues at a 

lesser cost are to be provided that way 

rather than through a shared service 

program. 

2. They are interested in shared arrangements 

only if they are financially beneficial to 

the hospital. 

3. They will honor their commitment to a DHC 

bid even if a vendor comes back to them 

with a lower price. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—None 

B. Plans—They think of future sharing in terms 

of their providing services for other hospitals. 

VI. Narrative—In the beginning of the Shared Service 

program, they participated In all areas even if it 

cost them a little money. They no longer did this, 

however, as the program was succeeding fairly well 

and there no longer existed the need for this level 

of commitment from a major hospital. They had 

plans to develop written policies on sharing because 
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of their Interest in marketing their resources to 

other facilities. They would be forced to define 

very specifically the extent to which they were 

going to participate in other groups' sharing 

arrangements and the limits to which they would 

not do that but would, instead, promote their own 

services. They felt that they had the size, talent, 

and equipment to warrant maintaining almost any 

basic service and providing it as economically and 

efficiently as any shared group. 

H-32 

I. Hospital Code—P-NFP--S/S— (500+) 

II. Date of Membership 

A. Joined DHC—When it originated 

B. Joined S/S—When it originated 

Reasons—They joined to support the program 

and to get the best deal for the money. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Printing services provided for two other 

area hospitals 

2. Laundry, food service, and purchasing 

shared with a satellite hospital 

3. Services and products shared with a 

nursing home (member of same holding 

company) 
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B. Inside DHC—Purchasing 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None (adopted DHC's) 

B. Verbal—"We are Interested In our patient's 

dollar. Of course, we want to support the 

Council, but that is not our first interest. 

Our interest is to get some advantage out of 

it." 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—Any feasible areas 

B. Plans—They will analyze each service offered 

next year (Printing, Security Guards, X-Ray 

film) and become more involved. 

VI. Narrative—They are in the process of reorgani-

zing their corporate structure into the form of a 

holding company. This administrator thought they 

would, at that time, outline their objectives on 

sharing of all natures. According to his philos-

ophy, "in a major hospital, our problems are a 

little different because of the amount of resources 

we have." Therefore, future sharing would be as 

much initiated by them as participated in by them. 

H-33 

I. Hospital Code—Pb—NPP—NS/S—(500+) 

II. Date of Membership 
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A. Joined DHC—When 'it originated 

B. Joined S/S—No 

Reasons—Until recently they could get better 

prices and service contracts themselves be-

cause of their size. Now that the DHC Shared 

Service was gaining more expertise at negoti-

ating contracts, this hospital was watching 

them closely. They had to be careful, though 

because they were a government unit and had to 

take precautions not to break any of the laws 

encompassing them. 

III. Sharing Activities 

A. Outside DHC 

1. Primarily shared their services with two 

other hospitals in the area. 

2. Contract with a nearby medical school in 

the family planning area. 

B. Inside DHC—None 

IV. Policies Regarding Sharing 

A. Written—None except for written contracts 

with the two hospitals and medical school. 

B. Verbal—To get the lowest price. 

V. Future Sharing 

A. Needs—Any feasible areas 
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B. Plans—To join the DHC Shared. Service Division 

as soon as it got its contract price down 

to this hospital's level. 

VI. Narrative—.Interestingly enough, this administrator 

was very active in the DHC. When asked about any 

personal or outside pressure he felt to be more 

active in the DHC' s Shared Service program, he said, 

"I give them my moral support but not my financial 

support." He seemed to be very cautious about the 

sharing activities in which he participated because 

of the legal position of his hospital. He did not 

market his own hospital's services because of legal 

technicalities. At the same time, he was very 

careful to follow accepted procedure of getting 

competitive bids, developing strict specifications 

for the products, and taking the lowest bid price 

or justifying why not. 

Summary 

The data in Chapter IV are taken from the interviews 

held with the administrators of the thirty-three hospitals 

in the sample population. Sections I through V of each 

outline contain information regarding the certain major 

sharing practices and. policies of the hospitals. Section VI 

provides a departure from the structured information required 

in the first five sections of the outline, and allowed the 
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Interviewees an opportunity to provide pertinent information 

taken from their experiences. 

The findings regarding individual hospital practices 

are classified, compared, and organized into discernible 

patterns in Chapter V. 



CHAPTER V 

COMPARISON OF USAGE OF SHARED SERVICES IN 

DIFFERENT CLASSES OF HOSPITALS 

In Chapter IV, practices of individual hospitals 

regarding shared services were presented for thirty-three 

of the hospitals holding membership in the Dallas Hospital 

Council. 

In this chapter, practices and policies established 

to guide the hospitals are compared in terms of ownership, 

profit orientation, DHC Shared Service membership, and 

size. 

Descriptive Characteristics 

Approximately 85 percent (or twenty-eight hospitals) 

of the sample population consisted of privately-owned 

hospitals, as shown in Table I. Although seventeen of 

these were not-for-profit institutions, the remaining 

eleven represented a unique characteristic of the Dallas-

Fort Worth area—that is, the strong representation of a 

new breed of hospital, the proprietary venture. Most of 

the private institutions are members of the Shared Service 

Division and three-fifths of them can be considered small 

hospitals (under two hundred beds). 
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The public hospitals represent only about 15 percent 

of the population. By definition of their legal nature, 

they must all be classified as not-for-profit institutions. 

Again, the majority of them are members of the Shared 

Service Division and about three-fifths of that number are 

small hospitals. 

This preponderance of small hospitals in the sample 

population is representative of the medical situation in 

the Dallas-Port Worth area. Those hospitals serve limited 

needs—either in terms of geographical area or medical 

specialty--but in total serve to accommodate a great pro-

portion of the medical requirements of the Metroplex area. 

Activities and Policies in Private 
Not-For-Profit Hospitals 

Size (1-199) 

Six hospitals of the sample population fell into this 

category, as shown in Table II. 

DHC Shared Service Activity 

Pive hospitals participated in the purchasing con-

tracts but only two of the six participated in the laundry 

and microfilming services. None of them participated in 

the security guard service, primarily because they did not 

provide for a security service of any nature. 
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Other Shared Service Activity 

Once again, five of the six hospitals in the cate-

gory participated rather heavily in other shared service 

programs. Although the Texas Hospital Association was 

represented here, in terms of the Credit Union and insur-

ance, the majority of programs involved small-scale 

agreements with nearby larger hospitals. Two of the 

hospitals displayed rather long lists of medical services, 

such as laboratory, blood, tissue typing, therapy, and 

Biomedical Engineering. 

Written Policies 

Only one hospital showed any evidence of written 

policy development. One other hospital's administrator 

indicated plans for developing policy within the next 

year's time. The other four administrators indicated that 

there was no need for policy development in the situations. 

Verbal Policies 

The kinds of verbal policies that were indicated 

appeared to be informal answers to the interviewer's 

question. However, the majority of these statements 

indicated the need to minimize cost as opposed to support-

ing the Council's work. This appeared a reasonable stance, 

taking into consideration the limited resource base from 

which a small hospital operated. 
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Activities and Policies in Private 
Proprietary Hospitals 

Size (1-199) 

Eleven hospitals were contained in this category 

as presented in Table III. This was the largest category 

in the analysis, more probably because this size and type 

of institution is more likely to be considered for purchase 

by a proprietary hospital chain than because of some bias 

of the survey. 

DHC Shared Service Activity 

Seven of the eleven hospitals participated in purchas-

ing, four in the laundry service, two in the security guard 

service, and two in the microfilming service. Three of 

the eleven were not Shared Service members, relying instead 

upon their corporate owners or other arrangements to con-

tain costs. 

Other Shared Service Activity 

The Texas Hospital Association's program, such as 

Shared Electrical Safety Service and insurance, were used 

by eight of the hospitals, while six of them were involved 

in contracts provided by their national hospital corpor-

ations. These corporate contracts covered purchasing, 

support services, administration, architects, and engineers 

Written Policies 

None of the hospitals had developed written policy 

statements on sharing at this time. The majority of 
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administrators felt that either it was up to their corporate 

headquarters to develop such policy or that policy was just 

more red tape for which they had no time. Only one adminis-

trator indicated an interest in developing written policy 

within the next year. 

Verbal Policies 

As in the last category of hospitals, these administra-

tors indicated a primary interest in securing items at the 

least cost. However, the concept of maintaining a certain 

level of quality appeared in several of the statements. 

Furthermore, at least three of the administrators indicated 

an interest in supporting the Council's program. 

Activities and Policies in Public 
Not-For-Profit Hospitals 

Size (1-199) 

Only three of the thirty-three hospitals in the sample 

were included in this group as shown in Table IV. However, 

for the public hospital sector, this was by far the largest 

category. 

DHC Shared Service Activity 

All three public hospitals participated in the purchas-

ing contracts. Only one of them participated in any other 

contracts. That one hospital participated in all three 

additional services: laundry, security guard, and micro-

filming . 
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Other Shared Service Activity 

One hospital did not participate in any shared 

activities outside the Council's offerings. The second 

hospital participated moderately, but the third hospital 

was quite aggressive in initiating and securing multi-

institutional arrangements. This third hospital partici-

pated in THA's Collection, Management Engineering, Shared 

Electrical Safety Service, and insurance programs. In 

addition, the hospital shared contracts in purchasing, 

therapy, nuclear medicine, and medical services. 

Written Policies 

None of the hospitals had developed written policy 

guidelines, although, all three indicated an interest in 

doing so sometime in the future. 

Verbal Policies 

Cost savings dominated the administrators' statements 

but some acknowledgment was made concerning the need to 

support the Council's endeavors. 

Activities and Policies in Private 
Not-Por-Profit Hospitals 

Size (200-499) 

Six hospitals were classified in this category as 

depicted by Table V. 
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DHC Shared Service Activities 

All six hospitals participated in the purchasing 

contracts, while two participated in the laundry service, 

one in the security guard service, and two in the micro-

filming service. 

Other Shared Service Activities 

The entire group participated in multi-institutional 

arrangements outside the Council's offerings, but it 

should be noted that these hospitals were not as aggressive 

as some of the small hospitals in securing such arrange-

ments. Texas Hospital Association programs were mentioned 

by only two of the administrators. The two services 

favored in this group were purchasing and computers. 

Written Policies 

One hospital administrator of the six showed evidence 

of written policy development. The majority of administra-

tors felt no need for policy, citing such reasons as the 

changing daily conditions and the fact that all staff 

members knew the administrator's philosophies on sharing 

and acted accordingly. Only one administrator indicated 

any interest in policy development. 

Verbal Policies 

In this group more than any of the previous ones, 

there appeared to be serious commitment to supporting the 
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Council's work. Cost containment was still an important 

issue, but these administrators apparently felt the need 

to support the DHC program unless there was a good reason 

not to do so. 

Activities and Policies in Public 
Not-For-Profit Hospitals 

Size (200-499) 

Only one hospital was represented in this category, 

as illustrated in Table VI. 

DHC Shared Service Activities 

Programs outside the Council's offerings were in 

evidence, but there appeared to be only moderate partici-

pation for a hospital of this size. These programs involved 

a resident and intern program, radiology, and heart 

catheterization. 

Written Policies 

No evidence of written policies could be found and 

the administrator indicated no firm intention to develop 

any within the next year. 

Verbal Policies 

Although this hospital had been a strong supporter 

of the Council's work, the administrator had begun to 

retreat from his initial position. Rather, he had begun 

considering what was in the best economic interest of 
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the hospital. Therefore, his verbal policies centered 

around competitive bidding and low cost. 

Activities and Policies in Private 
Not-Por-Profit Hospitals 

Size (500+) 

Five hospitals were contained in this group as shown 

in Table VII. 

DHC Shared Service Activities 

All five hospitals participated in the purchasing 

contracts, but none of them was involved in any of the 

other contracts. Their size contributed greatly to the 

competitiveness of the DHC purchasing contracts, and 

several of the hospitals went so far as to take a small 

loss on these in order to support the Council. 

Other Shared Service Activities 

These large hospitals were quite aggressive in 

securing other sharing arrangements. In most instances, 

their resource bases allowed them to participate as 

providers of services rather than recipients. Many of 

the small and intermediate size hospitals in the area 

relied on these larger hospitals for referral and medical 

services. Still, there were many instances in which the 

hospitals in this category were Involved as equal partici-

pants in various sharing arrangements. These hospitals 
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offered laboratory services, medical services, primary 

nonmedical services, and therapy services. 

Written Policies 

Surprisingly only one hospital had developed written 

policy, and even In that Instance It Involved only one 

guideline. However, all administrators except one stated 

that within the next year they would be Incorporating 

sharing policies within the overall organizational struc-

ture of their hospitals. Their commitment to this goal 

stemmed more from the need to regulate the provision of 

their own resources to other hospitals than from an acknow-

ledgment of the need for managerial guidelines in an 

increasingly important area. Still, the exercise in policy 

development should serve not only to strengthen their 

support of the concept but also to provide a helpful 

example for the small and intermediate size hospitals to 

follow. 

Verbal Policies 

Verbally, the administrators seemed equally split 

between supporting the Council's work and looking out for 

the best interests of their individual hospitals. Despite 

these comments, the actions of these large hospitals 

indicated a strong commitment to support the long-run 

success of the Council's Shared Service Division. 
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Activities and Policies in Public 
Not-Por-Profit Hospitals 

Size (500+) 

One hospital was represented in this category, as 

illustrated in Table VIII. 

DHC Shared Service Activities 

This large public hospital did not participate in 

the Council's offerings. Despite taking an active role 

in other aspects of the Council's work, this administrator 

did not feel the need to lend his hospital's financial 

support to the Division's work. He cited the legal position 

of his hospital as being the reason for not participating. 

Other Shared Service Activities 

Primarilyj this hospital shared its family planning 

and medical services with two other hospitals in the area. 

Again, legal technicalities were blamed for this conser-

vative approach to sharing. 

Written Policies 

No written policies had been developed and there was 

no indication of any being contemplated within the next 

year. 

Verbal Policies 

This administrator was very careful to follow the 

law's procedural guidelines in developing strict specifi-

cations for products and getting competitive bids. The 
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only verbal policy that was provided was to get the lowest 

price possible on any product or service. 

Hospitals Participating in Shared Services 

A summarization of the various kinds of shared services 

in which the hospitals are participating is provided in 

Table IX. These services are divided according to the 

source providing the service. 

There was heavy participation in both the Dallas Hospi-

tal Council's program and the Texas Hospital Association's 

program. The rather long list entitled "Other" contained 

all of the remaining shared services engaged in by any of 

the surveyed hospitals. Purchasing and computers were the 

two favored categories in this section. 

Table X illustrates the categories of hospitals partici-

pating in shared service programs of any nature. Their 

sharing activities were divided according to source in an 

effort to determine the types of arrangements that were 

proving to be successful for the Dallas/Port Worth area 

hospitals. 

Surprisingly, less than 75 percent of the proprietary 

hospitals were participating members in the Shared Service 

Division. From the interviews it could be suggested that 

although the orientation of these hospital administrators 

was to save money whenever possible, 27 percent of them 

thought that their corporate headquarters were performing 
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that task satisfactorily for them. On the other hand, 

almost 91 percent of the not-for-profit hospitals were 

Division members. 

The two nonmember hospitals cited economic reasons as 

the basis for their not participating. One was so large 

that it was able to negotiate better contracts than the 

Council could, and the other was so small that the cost of 

joining the Council and Division was greater than the 

savings. 

Eighty-five percent of the sample population, both 

private and public hospitals, participated in at least 

one area of the Division's Shared Service. Taken from the 

interview summaries, twenty-seven of these hospitals par-

ticipated in the purchasing contracts of the Division, nine 

in the laundry service, four in the security guard service, 

and seven in the microfilming service. Purchasing was the 

strongest area of participation because for the first five 

years of the Division's existence these contracts were the 

only sharing options that were successfully negotiated and 

supported. The actual "service" type of contracts were 

successful only after the Division overcame the plateau it 

had hit in terms of size. New members meant new numbers 

and these were used to attract the attention of vendors. 

The small hospitals (under two hundred beds) partici-

pated heavily in the Shared Service Division offerings in 

the hopes of becoming competitive price-wise with the 
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larger hospitals. The major reason for nonpartlclpatlon 

by the small hospitals was their inability to justify the 

rather significant dues required by both the Council and 

the Division. One administrator of just such a hospital 

complained that the small hospitals paid a disproportion-

ately greater amount of dues than larger hospitals. This 

complaint was based upon the fixed fee nature of the 

Council dues as well as a part of the Shared Service dues. 

Therefore, when computed as cost per bed the smaller 

hospitals paid more per bed than the larger hospitals. The 

dues could be so large, in fact, that the savings from the 

shared contracts would not equal the dues payment. 

The large hospitals appeared to be participating more 

out of a sense of duty than in anticipation of a cost 

savings. Aministrators, and particularly the purchasing 

agents, had become so adept at contract negotiation, and 

they represented such large numbers in terms of beds, that 

they were able to secure very good contracts from vendors 

on their own. However, the Shared Service Division might 

offer more than just the strength of numbers. Collective 

bargaining with the vendors also served as a good source 

of information. One administrator of a very large hospital 

was quite dismayed to find that his hospital had been pay-

ing a much higher price per item in a food contract 

compared to other similar hospitals and even some smaller 

ones. His vendor had assured him that his price was the 
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very best of any hospital's In the area. It was with 

great satisfaction that he participated in the Shared 

Service contract for that product at a lower price with 

another vendor. 

All hospitals contacted in the survey participated in 

some sort of sharing arrangement. Two of the thirty-three 

hospitals participated only in the DHC's offerings. These 

hospitals were small, not-for-profit institutions, one 

privately owned and the other publicly owned. The public 

hospital participated in all four major categories of 

contracts offered by the DHC (purchasing, laundry, security 

guards, and microfilming) while the private hospital 

participated only in purchasing. 

The five hospitals participating only in sharing 

activities outside the DHC were primarily small private 

hospitals, three of which were proprietary. The proprietary 

hospitals shared through the national contracts negotiated 

by their corporate headquarters. Other types of sharing 

utilized by these five were through the Texas Hospital 

Association, other hospitals in the area, and regional 

universities and medical schools. 

Written Policy Development 

The last exhibit, Table XI, provides important 

informational input for the purpose of this reserach. 

It describes the amount of administrative effort directed 
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towards incorporating the shared service concept into 

the long-run goal structure of the medical institutions 

of Dallas and Port Worth. Of the thirty-three hospital 

administrators in the sample population, only three had 

made any attempt to formalize their organizations' plans 

about sharing. All three directed private, not-for-

profit, Division member hospitals, and there was a 

representative from each size category. 

Of the remaining hospitals, only six had any definite 

plans of attempting to develop policy within a year's 

time. It was difficult to determine the amount of com-

mitment of most of the administrators in the survey 

regarding policy efforts becasue of the vagueness of 

their answers when pressed about the policy development 

question. 

Three of the six hospitals mentioned previously were 

in the process of either marketing their own services or 

merging with satellite hospitals so that, of necessity, 

the administrators were trying to organize their plans and 

activities through the development of policy guidelines. 

The remaining three administrators were a little less 

definite about their plans. They simply said that due to 

probable future government pressure to document cost 

containment activities, they would be developing organiza-

tional policy regarding sharing arrangements. There were 
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several other administrators who responded with a weak 

affirmative when questioned about the need for policy, 

but they were so noncommital about their future actions 

that they were excluded from this category. 

Patterns 

Overall, the survey showed that hospitals were very 

interested in multiinstitutional arrangements. This 

interest could be based upon a need to obtain the lowest 

cost possible, to provide a service otherwise untenable 

for the hospital's size or location, to utilize excess 

equipment, space, or personnel, or to provide proof of 

voluntary willingness to produce the best medical service 

possible at the lowest price. 

The small hospitals had, until shared service came 

along, suffered in their negotiations with vendors because 

of the lack of strength in terms of numbers and, therefore, 

the size of contracts. With the advent of the Dallas 

Hospital Council's Division the concept was so inviting 

that most of the administrators inverviewed admitted 

to having done little or no cost benefit analysis to assure 

the fact that they were saving at least enough to cover 

the dues required of them.. When asked about this lack of 

control in their participation, the administrators' answers 

frequently fell into one of two categories: 1) they 

assumed that the DHC was conducting cost studies to ensure 
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that the contracts were providing some savings; or 2) 

they participated simply on the faith that there was 

strength in numbers; and even if they were not saving 

money now, they would in the future when costs rose even 

higher. 

Surprisingly there were four small hospitals which 

had attempted, or were about to attempt, development of 

policy guidelines on sharing arrangements. In comparison 

with the number of hospitals having more sophisticated 

resources in the survey, this was a rather high percentage. 

The only explanation to be offered was the importance of 

the benefits to be gained by the small hospital from 

participation. These benefits might well serve to encourage 

all administrators to actively incorporate sharing concepts 

into the various areas of administration, one of which 

would be the policy arena. 

The intermediate size hospitals were a mixed group 

displaying the characteristics of either the small hospi-

tals or the large hospitals, depending upon which end of 

the scale the individual hospital occupied. All seven 

institutions classified in this section were not-for-profit 

and participated in the DHC program. Only one of these 

administrators had given any thought to policy development 

and his policy appeared to closely approximate the govern-

ment's and the industry's dictates: good medical service 

at a low price. There appeared to be within this group of 
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hospitals a growing awareness of the place for policy in 

sharing activities. Except for the one hospital mentioned 

earlier, however, this need has not become important enough 

to spur any action. 

The large hospitals, as could be expected, had made 

the most progress toward policy development. Pour of the 

six surveyed either had written policy or were in the 

process of developing it. 

Because of their size, these hospitals not only had 

the facilities to be used in sharing arrangements, but they 

were also the most visible in terms of public interest 

and compliance with governmental dictates. An additional 

asset they enjoyed that, perhaps, the other hospitals did 

not was the benefit of a larger and more professional 

administrative staff. With a force of several assistant 

administrators making organizational decisions in addition 

to the administrator's, the definite need for written 

policy guidelines was more evident than in smaller hospi-

tals . 

These large hospitals were interested in utilizing 

excess capacity whether in terms of machinery, personnel, 

or buildings; so the possibilities of multiinstitutional 

arrangements figured very prominently in their plans. In 

addition to excess capacity many of these hospitals were 

in the process of adding satellite hospitals in the area 

to their control. Once geographically dispersed operations 
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attempt to take on a systems orientation in the adminis-

trators' decision-making, written policy in all areas of 

activity becomes an essential ingredient of success. 

Summary 

If a profile could be drawn of the typical hospital 

found In this survey to be starting on the way toward real 

policy development in the shared service field, it would 

contain the following characteristics. The administrator 

of this hospital has taken an active role in the DHC's 

affairs for several years, and has at his command several 

assistant administrators making decisions about his insti-

tution. The hospital organization is growing either in 

terms of facilities at the primary site or the acquisition 

of satellite medical service organizations. This adminis-

trative group has adopted a corporate image in regard to 

their thinking of the hospital. They are interested not 

only in reaping the benefits of sharing in the long run, 

but they are also beginning to think of ways to market their 

own resources to others. Their decision to develop written 

policy evolves not only from a desire to coordinate decision-

making but also to leave a highly visible trail of their 

voluntary (and even aggressive) attempts to follow HEW's 

Prudent Buyer Concept by providing the best medical service 

at the lowest possible price. 
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This "typical" hospital situation appears to be the 

most conducive to initiating policy development efforts. 

Perhaps in this way as in others, the success of the 

"hospital" just described will lead other, less progres-

sive hospitals to begin their own policy development effort 

in the hopes that it will streamline and coordinate their 

decision-making in what promises to be an increasingly 

important field. 



CHAPTER YI 

USMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

Shared services are gaining widespread recognition as 

a valuable device for resolving many of the problems with 

which the health care industry is faced today. Rising 

costs, difficulty in obtaining financing, scarce resources, 

obsolete equipment and employee skills, changing as well 

as Increasing consumer needs, increasing competitive pres-

sures, and expanding governmental demands and regulations 

are all intensifying the administrative pressures of 

operating hospitals of various sizes. 

Historically, hospitals have tried to solve these 

problems individually, but to date they have had only 

limited success. In recent years, however, the emergence 

of cooperative arrangements among hospitals has offered new 

promise in meeting these problems. 

One form of multi-institutional systems has been that 

of shared services. This form of multi-institutional 

arrangements is not necessarily more or less effective 

than other forms, but rather has great potential to offer 

due to the flexibility of structure characteristic of its 

use. Shared services can be defined as the medical or 
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administrative functions common to two or more hospitals 

that are owned or used jointly or cooperatively by them 

for the purpose of containing costs or expanding services. 

The federal government placed a high priority on such 

arrangements as evidenced through the enactment of Public 

Law 93-641 signed by President Ford in January, 1975. Two 

of the ten National Health Priorities listed in Public Law 

93-641 dealt directly with the idea of shared services: 

One called for the development of multi-institutional 

arrangements for sharing support services. Although 

participation in such arrangements was voluntary on the 

part of hospitals at the time, the trend in governmental 

mandates was clear. Through the third party reimbursement 

stipulations of the Department of Health, Education, and 

Welfare, for example, a hospital must show that it had 

adopted the Prudent Buyer Concept. This concept stated 

that a prudent buyer was one who searched for the highest 

quality product available at the lowest possible cost. At 

least one acceptable way of proving the adoption of this 

concept was through participation in a shared service 

arrangement. 

The focus of this research was on the types of shared 

service arrangements in operation within a group of metro-

politan hospitals and the degree of long term interest and 

commitment the administrators displayed toward the concept. 
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This interest and commitment were determined by evidence 

of the incorporation of policy statements regarding shared 

services into the organizational structure and processes 

of the hospital. Once the types of shared service arrange-

ments and related policy statements were determined, then 

a comparison was made of their utilization within this 

metropolitan area in hospitals of different categories. 

Procedure 

Following the definition of the problem, a literature 

survey was conducted to determine the present availability 

of written research and experiences related to the subject 

of sharing services. It was noted that this concept had 

gained great popularity among health planners and practi-

tioners, but very little research had progressed past the 

point of introducing the idea and its various possible 

structures to the health care industry. 

The original data for this research were compiled 

from a series of tape-recorded personal interviews with 

the administrators or their qualified representatives from 

a sample population of thirty-three hospitals. These 

hospitals were randomly chosen from the forty-seven 

voluntary, proprietary, and tax-supported hospitals in the 

Dallas Hospital Council. The interviews were conducted 

during the months of June and July, 1978. 
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After the thirty-three interviews were conducted, each 

hospital was categorized according to the characteristics 

of type (public or private), profit orientation (proprietary 

or not-for-profit), membership status in the Dallas Hospital 

Council's Shared Service Division, and size (in terms of 

number of beds: 1-199s 200-499, or 500+). Individual 

interview summaries were prepared to describe the various 

types of shared service participation and related policy 

development efforts. Cross-comparisons were made among the 

different hospitals' practices. The information was tabu-

lated, discussed in narrative form, and analyzed in terms 

of the patterns that emerged. 

Findings 

Interest in the application of the shared service 

concept to various health care situations has prompted 

increased research and experimentation in the field. 

National organizations, regional agencies, state groups, 

community organizations, and hospital groups have all 

initiated or joined different forms of shared service 

arrangements. 

Based upon the experience and action of the thirty-

three administrators interviewed, the following information 

was compiled concerning the shared service activities of 

the hospitals and related policy development efforts. 
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1. The largest sector of the sample In terms of type 

of hospital consisted of the private hospitals, represent-

ing 85 percent of the group. 

2. The largest sector in terms of profit status 

consisted of the not-for-profit hospitals, representing 

66 percent of the group. 

3. The largest sector in terms of size consisted of 

the small (1-199 beds) hospitals, representing 6l percent of 

the group. 

4. All of the hospitals investigated participated in 

some form of shared service activity. 

5. The small hospitals cited the need to become 

economically competitive with the larger hospitals as the 

reason for participating in shared service arrangements. 

6. The large hospitals appeared to be participating 

in shared service arrangements primarily out of a sense of 

civic duty and as a way of establishing a highly visible 

trail of voluntarily containing costs for the purposes of 

a potential government audit. 

7. Ninety-one percent of the sample participated in 

some type of shared purchasing contract. 

8. Thirty percent of the sample participated in some 

form of computer sharing. 

9. Twenty-seven percent of the sample participated in 

some type of shared laundry service. 
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10. Twenty-seven percent of the sample participated 

in some type of shared insurance program. 

11. Twenty-one percent of the sample participated 

in some form of shared microfilming service. 

12. Only three hospitals in the sample showed evidence 

of written policy development regarding shared services. 

13. Six additional hospitals appeared to have definite 

plans to develop written policy on sharing within twelve 

months. 

14. The majority of hospital administrators in the 

sample displayed a lack of understanding of the need or 

place for written policy development on shared services 

within their individual hospital structures. 

When classified according to their descriptive charac-

teristics, eight of the nine hospitals having developed, 

or in the process of developing, policy were privately 

owned hospitals. The proprietary hospitals relied upon 

their corporate owners to develop policy in all areas of 

operation; the administrator of the individual hospitals 

then developed short term operating plans and budgets to 

support the corporate plans. 

Looking to size as a variable, it was worthy of notice 

that four of the nine hospitals actively interested in 

policy development were small hospitals. That is a rather 

high percentage when the number of hospitals having more 
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sophisticated resources in this survey is considered. A 

reasonable explanation would be that the benefits to be 

gained from shared service participation were of such 

importance that the administrators of these four hospitals 

actively incorporated sharing concepts into various areas 

of administration, one of which was policy development. 

Administrators of four large hospitals also were 

actively involved in policy development. Because of their 

size, these hospitals were highly visible in terms of 

government compliance, they had facilities that could be 

used in sharing arrangements, frequently they operated 

geographically dispersed medical organizations, and they 

employed a larger and more sophisticated administrative 

staff than did the smaller hospitals. All of these factors 

emphasized the necessity of well defined policy to guide 

the many different arrangements that would be possible in 

cooperative programs. 

Conclusions 

Based upon an anlaysis of the information gained from 

the Dallas Hospital Council and the thirty-three adminis-

trator interviews, the following conclusions are drawn. 

1. Shared services is a concept that is enjoying wide-

spread popularity now and promises to be a continuing factor 

in the operation of the health care industry in the future. 

Contributors to health care literature have shown that 
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cooperative efforts among hospitals are both possible and 

desirable for all sizes, types, and classes of hospitals. 

The specific details of these efforts are as varied as 

the hospitals themselves, but the common bases for par-

ticipation are those of containing costs and expanding 

services. The primary ingredient of success, however, is 

the willingness of hospital administrators to adopt a 

systems orientation to the provision of health care in a 

community. By doing so, these administrators should be 

willing to cooperate rather than compete whenever it is to 

the benefit of both hospitals and the public that they do 

so. 

2. Governmental influence and regulation will con-

tinue to expand in every area of health care. Therefore, 

hospital administrators must take every opportunity to 

contribute input to the formulation of these regulations. 

The current push from governmental agencies in 

Texas for hospitals to contain costs is reflective of 

the governmental posture all over the country. However, 

the supporting systems for health care in Texas are not 

synchronized with this concept. The most frequently cited 

example found in this survey was that of the third-party 

reimbursement system. The Department of Health, Education, 

and Welfare advocates the Prudent Buyer Concept, which 

states, simplistically paraphrased, that the hospital must 

strive in every instance to secure the best possible 
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product or service for the lowest possible cost. Yet owing 

to the manner in which the third-party reimbursement systems 

(such) as Medicare and Medicaid) are set up in Texas, cost 

containment is not encouraged. As it is presently structured, 

increased costs are simply passed on to the consumer. In 

other states, these same systems provide for an absolute 

dollar amount to be reimbursed for an item. Therefore, 

the hospitals are encouraged to keep costs down so that 

they can use a portion of the reimbursement monies for 

endeavors. 

There is a growing number of legislative acts that 

encourage a systems orientation to the provision of health 

care in a community. Althought the administrators in this 

survey had in some ways accepted this idea, they did not 

appear to understand the full impact of viewing a hospital 

as one part of a much larger community health system. 

Merely through natural selection, various hospitals in the 

survey had become known for a medical specialty such as 

burn care or cardiac care. From evidence of the inter-

views, this natural evolution of medical specialization 

appeared to be the extent of any acceptance of the systems 

orientation. Hospital administrators must become involved 

in the different levels of health care planning that have 

now been structured by federal, state, and local govern-

ments. It is of benefit not only to the consumer but also 

to the hospital to support such a productive system. 
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The sharing of services is only one aspect of a 

community health care system. As stated in previous 

chapters, the organization of this sharing can be achieved 

in any number of ways. In this particular study the Dallas 

Hospital Council's Shared Service Division was the primary 

focus of organization although other forms of sharing by 

the hospitals were investigated as well. Because of the 

ability to study the Division's organization and resul-

tant work, however, more conclusions may be drawn concerning 

its operation than about the various other sharing groups 

in which the hospitals participated. 

The Division's operation is representative of many of 

the problems and experiences of other sharing groups whether 

they are strictly structured around a corporate entity or 

loosely structured around a diverse group of hospitals. 

Therefore, the remaining conclusions, although directed 

specifically in some instances to the Dallas Hospital 

Council's Shared Service Division, can and should be gen-

eralized to all sharing groups. 

3. There is a problem of computing the cost savings 

of a hospital after it has participated in a shared contract 

for more than two years. Hospital personnel cannot compute 

the savings because 1) they do not know what price they 

would have been paying had they not participated, and 2) 

the shared service contract would have altered the market 
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conditions for vendors and hospitals alike. The lack of 

such a formula not only inhibits the selling of the 

sharing concept to potential participant hospitals, but 

also makes any control efforts on sharing activities by 

participating hospitals difficult. 

4. A.number of comments were made about the manage-

ment expertise of the people running the shared service 

organization. Administrators who were either uninformed, 

concerned, or unhappy about the way in which the DHC's 

sharing effort was being conducted felt that the problems 

stemmed from the lack of management specialists on the 

staff. They felt that it might be prudent to work with 

the larger hospitals which did have a number of such 

specialists experienced in the local health care industry. 

5. The selection of products or services for feasi-

bility studies and possible shared contracts appears to 

be handled in an unsystematic manner. There are two 

committees, one composed of purchasing agents and the 

other composed of administrators, that are responsible for 

suggesting and selecting new items for sharing, but there 

appears to be no organized manner for doing so. 

6. Once a shared service contract is signed, there 

is no apparatus for evaluative procedure unless a major 

complication occurs. The Division is the central com-

plaint agency for these contracts, but from the experiences 
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of the administrators there exists a need for a regulated 

follow-up on the fulfillment of the contract. 

7. On all but the simplest categories of products, 

such as bread, fruit juices, and I.Y. solutions, the Divi-

sion has been unable to secure agreement on standardized 

specifications for products by the hospital administrators. 

This failure has been repeated by sharing organizations 

across the country. 

The area of drugs is representative of the problem. 

When a doctor treats a patient, the doctor characteris-

tically uses one brand of drug over another for various 

reasons: habit, success with it in past experiences, etc. 

At this point in time, the pharmacist is required by law 

to administer the specific brand of the drug rather than 

its generic equivalent. Hospital groups all over the 

United States are working on the development of a formu-

lary so that the pharmacist may substitute a less costly 

generic equivalent for a specific brand of drug prescribed 

by the doctor. To date, there has been little success. 

Whether the product category is drugs or surgical 

gloves or medical items of any description, the.cause of 

this problem is the same: lack of involvement of the 

medical community. By gaining the medical community's 

involvement and support, hospitals and shared service 

organizations can resolve this obstacle of product 
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standardization and achieve a major breakthrough in terms 

of cost containment. 

8. The selection of a vendor for a shared contract 

poses several problems. One is in the area of securing 

the firm commitment of the hospitals to accept a vendor's 

bid for a contract. As the procedure now stands a hospital 

may submit interest in a bid but then withdraw support any 

time before the actual contract is signed. Vendors submit 

their bids based upon the number of hospital beds promised 

in the interest survey made of the hospitals. If a large 

hospital withdraws its support (or a number of small 

hospitals do the same), then the vendors are allowed to 

recalculate their bid prices. 

There are several implications of this problem. If 

hospitals are not required to commit themselves firmly 

during the interest survey, the vendors may make only token 

bids. Part of the value of group purchasing is then lost. 

If the hospitals do not follow through on the contracts, 

the uncertainty may make the entire program fail. Vendors 

will be able to break up the group's strength by convinc-

ing hospitals to withdraw their support for a DHC contract 

for the promise of a bid price lower than that of the 

shared service contract. However, individual hospitals 

must maintain their autonomy. Therefore, it may be a valid 

by-product of the shared service organization's work that 

a vendor is forced to offer a lower bid (than the shared 
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contract) to an individual hospital. It may then be a 

legitimate move for the hospital, in the interest of 

cost containmentj to go with the lowest bidder. 

Should this controversy be solved in some way so that 

the shared service organization is able to secure the firm 

commitment of the hospitals to participate in a contract, 

there may arise some question of interference of the com-

petitive mechanism of the free market. If proven, this 

would be in restraint of trade. It was suggested that 

this question might be debated in the Federal Supreme 

Court sometime within the next five years. 

A final conclusion concerning the selection of a 

vendor stems around the increasing possibility that the 

Division may be competing with the large hospitals. As 

stated earlier, these administrators are beginning to 

think in terms of marketing their own services and 

facilities to other hospitals. By going directly to out-

side vendors for a contract without first checking the 

capabilities of the large hospitals, the Division staff 

Is not only bypassing a potentially valuable resource, 

but may eventually be competing with the very groups they 

were organized to serve. 

9. The accepted reason for a hospital to participate 

in a shared arrangement is to contain costs or expand 

services. Although this appears to be a rather obvious 
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result of group cooperation, the actual results differ 

somewhat. 

An initial conclusion formed from the information 

concerns the lack of control mechanisms that the hospi-

tals utilize to compute cost savings. One reason for 

this is the previously mentioned problem of trying to 

compute cost savings after having participated in a 

shared contract for more than two years. A more pervasive 

reason appears to be, however, that the hospital admin-

istrators simply assume that the Division is conducting 

the necessary evaluative work to determine if the contracts 

are, indeed, saving the hospitals money. This is often-

times not true. Even in cases in which it is true, an 

overall evaluation is not nearly so valuable to an 

administrator as a specific one directed at the individual 

hospital's operations. 

The incentives to participate for different size 

hospitals differ significantly, and these differences may 

turn into problem areas. Small hospitals, obviously, 

benefit from the group strength for the purchasing and 

provision of products and services. Intermediate and, 

especially, large hospitals already possess the necessary 

strength in numbers to negotiate beneficial contracts. 

They also contain the facilities and expertise that can 

be marketed to other groups. There appears to be little 

incentive for these larger hospitals to participate in 
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cooperative organizations other than to provide evidence 

of voluntary compliance with government mandates. Unless 

a realistic system of incentives is developed for the 

large hospitals to participate, it is likely that they 

will withdraw from cooperative endeavors and return to 

being competitors. 

10. At this time the primary vehicle for sharing is 

in the area of purchasing products. Although this is an 

important area for continued sharing efforts, it is not 

the most significant area in terms of needs. The true 

sharing os services has vast potential in the Dallas/ 

Port Worth area. For the time being microfilming and 

computers are the only two services that are shared by 

more than just a few hospitals. A centralized laundry 

facility and a centralized storage warehouse are both 

service ideas that were seriously investigated by the 

Division and by other groups in the area, but to date no 

progress has been made on them. Whereas purchasing 

contracts are simple to organize and execute, service 

contracts are much more difficult to handle. The need 

for them in many areas, however, remains. 

11. Very few among the hospital administrators take 

other than an indifferent approach to policy development 

in the realm of shared services. The majority of adminis-

trators assume either that the shared service organization 

to which they belong will set policy guidelines which they 
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can then adopt and superimpose upon their own organiza-

tional structures; or that every person in their 

organization knows, understands, and accepts the adminis-

trator's philosophies and practices of sharing services. 

It is possible that either of these assumptions is 

correct. 

12. The hospital administrators who do attempt to 

develop a policy structure find that it is difficult to 

compose an organizational philosophy and supportive guide-

lines dealing with the sharing concept. Hospital adminis-

trators, like most other corporate leaders, are empire 

builders. Sharing with area competitors demands that they 

lower some of their barriers and divulge potentially 

valuable information. Until, of necessity or of wisdom, 

the administrators develop a true systems orientation to 

the community health care system of which they are a part, 

this competitiveness will limit the extent and success of 

any shared service program. 

Recommendations 

The following recommendations are made based upon the 

information taken from other studies of cooperative 

endeavors as well as the primary data gained from the 

interviews with hospital administrators in the sample 

population. These recommendations suggest areas for 

further research and development not only for the shared 
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service participants in the Dallas-Port Worth area, but 

for any individual group concerned with the health care 

system of a region, as well. 

The Dallas-Port Worth area can boast of some of the 

most sophisticated medical systems to be found in the world. 

On top of that, the Metroplex area is rich in terms of 

suppliers and distribution systems. If a shared service 

venture has any chance for long-term success, then one of 

the most potentially beneficial locations is in this area. 

However, success will not evolve automatically. The area 

hospitals and organized sharing groups will have to work 

through the problems and opportunities generated by 

governmental activity and the competitive environment. 

1. Organized sharing groups should become more expert 

in negotiating contracts so that all hospitals, not just 

the small ones, can recognize cost savings. 

2. The large hospitals in the Dallas/Port Worth area 

are beginning to market their own resources to other 

hospitals. There is a potentially rich source of resource 

supplies in these hospitals and sharing groups should 

investigate to discover which ones could be useful to 

other area hospitals. The contracts should then be 

negotiated through the organized sharing group. 

3. Service type contracts should be investigated for 

increased usage in the future. The Division has succeeded 

in developing most of the product type contracts that the 
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majority of area hospital administrators has been able 

to accept. Work should continue in the area of product 

standardization, but the committed involvement of the 

medical personnel will be necessary before any break-

through can be expected for this obstacle. In the 

meantimej the microfilming and computer contracts are 

the only true shared services that have been negotiated. 

A central laundry, storage, distribution system, recruit-

ment effort, and manpower pool have all been suggested 

as service needs that the hospitals would like to see 

investigated for potential sharing arrangements. 

4. For the area administrators to continue to trust 

and respect the Division's work (or the work of any 

organized group) there should be a reassessment of the 

management techniques used by the staff. The exchange of 

information between hospitals is one of the key benefits 

of an organized sharing group's efforts. These exchanges, 

then, must be handled systematically; in the Division's 

case this is especially true in the area of feasibility 

studies. Documentation of all meetings and decisions 

should be provided so that committee members understand 

the reasons behind the Division's actions. 

5• The controversy concerning administrators being 

able to withdraw their hospitals from a bid after indicating 

their interest should be resolved. Almost certainly before 

that decision can be made, however, the restraint of trade 
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question will have to be settled in the courts. The 

casualness of many hospitals' commitment to a bid under-

mines the integrity of the whole process. As long as 

vendors know that they can renegotiate with individual 

hospitals, their serious intent in submitting bids is 

questionable. A balance must be struck between maintain-

ing the autonomy of the individual hospital and supporting 

the integrity of an organized sharing effort. 

6. Although the government is taking a wait-and-see 

attitude toward hospitals' efforts in cost containment 

and community-wide systems of health care, the trend has 

already been established. It is unwise of administrators 

to put off any longer the need to determine the most 

beneficial ways, both to themselves and to the community, 

that they can participate in multiinstitutional arrange-

ments. Not only should they install reporting systems to 

determine cost savings, but they should develop control 

devices for detecting increases (or decreases) in quality 

and productivity. As the profit crunch continues between 

obstacles to increased in patient charges and the increases 

in hospital costs, quality levels and productivity 1 will 

serve as two avenues of potential improvement. 

7. In the vein of meshing all of these problems, 

solutions, possibilities, and efforts into some sort of 

coordinated framework, hospital administrators will have 

to overcome their reluctance to develop policy guidelines 
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for multininstitutional arrangements. The requirement 

for a system, rather than isolated islands, of health 

care is a fact here to stay. 

The unplanned efforts of both the organized sharing 

groups and the individual hospitals result in waste and 

lost opportunities. Each administrator must think through 

a philosophy on shared services that can be integrated 

with the other management systems and structure of the 

organization. Once an acceptable philosophy is developed, 

then it should be communicated to all those poeple in 

positions of decision-making authority regarding sharing 

efforts. In a joint venture these people should assist 

in determining the policy guidelines that will be used as 

a basis for decisions in the future. These guidelines 

must be written down so that they may achieve formal as 

well as informal acceptance and have a greater chance of 

being understood organization-wide. Finally, they must be 

followed, studied, reevaluated, and changed as the situa-

tional variables of the hospital change. 

8. Hospitals of the 1970's and 1980's will be 

characterized by increasing competitiveness and profession-

alism. This increasing competitiveness will necessitate 

increased sophistication and efficiency in the management 

decisions that guide the hospital's activities. That, in 

turn, will have to be tempreed by a recognition of the 
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growing interdependency of all societal systems, not just 

in the health field. The resulting network of tradeoffs 

cannot be left to chance; rather, the managers of these 

increasingly complex and technical systems will be respon-

sible for maintaining the needed integration. 

The basis of such a shift in emphasis will, of 

necessity, be the development of policy which both ensures 

and shapes needed action in individual hospitals. As the 

number of decisions to be made, the number of factors to 

be considered in each decision, and the number of people 

involved in the decision-making process all increase, the 

importance of an effective policy structure will gain 

widespread recognition. 

At this point, acceptance of the need for policy is 

at a very low level in the Metroplex area hospitals; and 

the visible attempts at policy development that were 

revealed in this research effort were overly simplistic. 

For continued progress, research is needed to determine 

the requirements of more comprehensive policy development. 

Hospital administrators must broaden their range of vision 

to include not only the current needs of their individual 

organizations, but the evolving needs of the entire health 

care system, as well. One tool of systems integration in 

health care that has much unrealized potential is that of 

shared services. 
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MEDICAL FACILITIES AND CARE: Blood bank, Cobalt 
therapy, Emergency department, Home care program. 
Laboratory (accounting services—billing, anatomic 
pathology laboratory, autopsy services, biochemistry, 
laboratory, blood bank laboratory, hematology labo-
ratory, laboratory test records, microbilogy labora-
tory, physical facilities, professional staff, 
purchasing of supplies), Pharmacy, Renal dialysis, 
X-ray facility, Physical therapy facility, Psychia-
tric services, Radioisotope facility, Remote EKG 
Interpretation network 

MANPOWER RESOURCES: Administrator, Equipment 
repairmen. Pood service personnel, General nursing 
personnel, Labor relations specialist, Maintenance 
repair, Management engineer, Nursing in-service 
director, Operating room technician, Pharmacist, 
Public relations specialist, Social worker, Training 
director, Electronic technician, Inhalation 
therapist, laboratory technician, Medical illustra-
tor, Medical photographer, Medical secretary, Office 
equipment repairman, Office personnel, Recreation 
therapist, X-ray technician 

ADMINISTRATIVE AND OTHER SERVICES: Accounting 
service, Ambulance service, Collection agency, Data 
processing, Emergency radio network, Pood service, 
Housekeeping, Laundry, Disaster plan, Medical record 
transcription, Microfilming service, Purchasing 
(dietary—food, dietary—other, drugs, housekeeping 
supplies, laboratory supplies, linen, maintenance 
supplies, oxygen supplies, medical/surgical supplies), 
Warehousing, Credit Union, Day care center, Employee/ 
student health service, Extermination service, Fund 
raising and development, Linen mending, Medical 
library, Motor pool, Mortuary, Power/steam plant, 
Print shop, Purchasing-~other, Trash removal 
service, Vending machine service 

CONTINUING EDUCATION/IN-SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAMS: 
Clerical, Dietary, Housekeeping, ICU nursing, 
Maintenance, Medical records, Nursing, Physicians— 
continuing education, Supervisory/management, Ward 
clerks, Blood bank training, Dentistry, Inhalation 
therapy training, Laboratory technicians, Occupa-
tional therapy, O.R. technicians, Pharmacy, Physical 
therapy training, Typists 

Source: Astolfi, Adrienne A. and Leo B. Matti, "Survey 
Profiles Shared Services," Hospitals, J.A.K.A., XLVI 
(September 16, 1972), 63. 
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DALLAS HOSPITAL COUNCIL 
2608 Inwood Road October 24, 197?. 

I . GROUP PURCHASING: A SHARED SERVICE PROGRAM 

A. DEFINITION 

Group Purchasing is a mechanism wherein a number of individual organizations 

band together to secure greater purchasing power for certain selected commodities. 

B. OBJECTIVE 

The primary objective of Group Purchasing is to create price savings which would 

not otherwise be available through purchases in small quanti t ies. Some secondary 

objectives are to conduct research and tests on equipment and supplies, to 

disseminate information on prices and market trends, and to standardize appropriate 

supplies without sacr i f ic ing necessary qual i ty . 

C. ORGANIZATION 

1. Any hospital which is a member of the Council is e l ig ib le to become a 

part ic ipat ing hospital in the Shared Service Program upon agreeing.to 

meet the f inancial requirements established for the program. 

2. The Shared Service Program is under the supervision of the Shared Service 

Committee and the Director of Shared Service, who is responsible to the 

Board of Trustees of the Dallas Hospital Council through i t s Shared Service 

Committee. 
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D. POLICY ; . . 

1. The Shared Service Committee defines policies and procedures for the 

Shared Service Program. In Group Purchasing, the committee directs 

the final review and gives the final approval for contracts negotiated 

by the Purchasing Advisory Committee and advises the Director of Shared 

Service of new potential programs for group purchasing. 

2. The group purchasing program is designed to obtain the maximum partici-

pation from those responsible for the actual purchasing or product select-

ion by having a committee (Purchasing Advisory Committee) composed of the 

Purchasing Directors/Agents of each participating hospital, who have the 

responsibility of assisting and providing the technical assistance to the 

Director of Shared Service in the selection of vendors and the commodities 

to be purchased, the drafting of commodity specifications, reviewing bids, 

and approving of vendors and all agreements before the final review and ap-

proval by the Shared Service Committee. 
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II. POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR PURCHASING ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

A. POLICY ; 

1. It shall be the function of the Purchasing Advisory Committee (PAC) 

to advise the Shared Service Committee of the Dallas Hospital 

Council on matters pertaining to group purchasing. 

2. The Purchasing Advisory Committee shall be composed of the Pur-
1 

chasing Directors/Agents of each participating hospital and have 

the responsibility of assisting and providing the technical 

assistance to the Director of Shared Service Program, Dallas 

Hospital Council, in the selection of vendors and the commodities 

to be purchased, the drafting of commodity specifications, re-

viewing bids and approving of vendors and all agreements before 

the final review and approval by the Shared Service Committee. 

B. OBJECTIVE 

1. The primary objective of the Purchasing Advisory Committee is to 

use the group purchasing mechanism as merely one of the tools 

that Purchasing Directors/Agents can use to maximize his/her 

purchasing dollars. 

2. Group Purchasing can be best utilized for the purchasing of large 

volume items which: 

a." Have a fairly even rate of use so an accurate forecast can 

be made. 

1 or any other hospital representative 
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c. Can be easily standarized among the hospitals in regard to 

quality and necessary service so that the needs of individual 

hospitals can be met and -

d. Give a reason to assume that, because of the total volume used, 

a reduction in price can be obtained and sufficient savings 

possible to warrant joint negotiations. 

C. MEMBERSHIP 

The membership of the Purchasing Advisory Committee is open to all 
1 

Purchasing Directors/Agents of hospitals participating in the Shared 

Service Program. . . 

D. ORGANIZATION AMD DUTIES OF MEMBERSHIP 

1. Three organizational positions, Chairman, Vice-Chairman and 

Secretary, must be filled to insure proper communications within 

PAC and to the Shared Service Committee. 

2. Duties of Officers: 

a . Chairman ~ Charged with the responsibility: 

(1) to call the meeting and notify the representatives 

of the committee, 

(2) when evaluating products for group purchasing, to 

initiate the studies and gather the necessary data, 

(3) to designate individual responsibilities for each 

member, and -

(4) to designate subcommittees for specific functions 

• as needed. 

1 or any other hospital representative 
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b, Vice-Chairman: To accept the respons ib i l i ty of the Chairmanship 
i * 

if Chairman is unable to perform them. • 

c . Secretary: Charged with the"respons ib i l i ty of taking meeting 

minutes and ass i s t ing Chairman or Vice-Chairman in the i r re -

s p o n s i b i l i t i e s . (To insure proper communication, the Secretary 
1 

must be the Director of Shared Service Program.) 

3. Committee Duties 

a. The members must determine whether the volume of a product or 

service warrants conducting a study. 

b. The members will conduct studies of potential vendors and potential 

contracts with the cooperation of the Director of Shared Service 

of Hospital Council. 

c . The members will meet with prospective bidders and will report 

to the P . A . C . the r e su l t s of such meetings. 

d. The members will make recommendations to P.A.C. within the i r 

spec i f ic product area , based on information developed from 

surveys and invi ta t ions to bid. 

4. Soecial Note: Standardization of any product or service for a hospital 
' 2 

shall be handled by the Administrator when dealing with the Medical S t a f f . 

E . MEETINGS 

1. The P.A.C. members will hold regular , monthly meetings and sub-

committee meetings as needed. The regular meetings will be held 

in a conference room provided by the Dallas Hospital Council. 

1 an ex o f f i c i o member who will not vote 
2 or his representat ive 
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2. The conduct of the meetings w i l l be as outlined in Robert's 

Rules of Order.. • 

3. The meetings can only be considered i f a quorum of 51% of the 

members are present. 

4. Regular motions are approved by a 5U majority. Each hospital 

has one vote in the committee. 

5. Policies and Procedures can only be revised by a two thirds 
1 

majority vote of the entire P.A.C. 

6. The Policies and Procedures must be reviewed annually for addition 

and reviews. 

1 Final review and approval w i l l be made by the Shared Service Committee, 



I I I . CONTRACT DEVELOPMENT - POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
(See Appendix F for Sequence of Events for Contract Development.) 

19^ 

A. SURVEY OF INTEREST/PRODUCT USAGE 

1. The Purchasing Advisory Committee selects potential contract/items 

for study and possible inclusion in the purchasing program. 

2. The Chairman of PAC appoints a member of the committee as a Study 

Chairman for a par t icu lar product/service end additional members 

to assist in study. 

3. Each member who is responsible for a given item shall establ ish 

the survey parameters. Al l surveys on purchasing should be 

approved by the PAC pr ior to mailing by Council. 

4. The member w i l l prepare the survey questions for pr in t ing and dis-

t r ibu t ion by Hospital Council. These questions should provide the 

f o i l owing information: 

a. Annual usage of the item. 

b. Brand arid iden t i f i ca t ion of item being used. 

c. Current uni t cost of the item. 

d. Any required speci f icat ions, such as packaging. 

e. Present vendor. 

f . When surrent contract expires. 

g. The possible interest of the hospital in securing item through 

the Group Purchasing Program i f a favorable agreement is de-

veloped. A form ent i t led "Notice of Interest" is used for 

th is purpose. {APPENDIX A) I t is signed by the Purchasing 

Director/Agent or hospital representative, 

,h. Delivery schedule requirements. 

i . Minimum or tier. 
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Committee. These vendors are contacted and, i f qua l i f i ed , bids 

are received from them based on the spec i f i cat ions and-volume 

• of usage as indicated by the hospitals in the survey. (See 

APPENDIX 0) 

2. It shall be the policy that the Hospital Council shall invi te 

bids based on the spec i f i cat ions ami bidders l i s t approved by 

the PAC. 

3. The Invitation to Bid should be mailed to s p e c i f i c members of 

each vendor organization with Cert i f ied Mail - Return Receipt. 

4. If a vendor f a i l s to respond with e i ther a' bid or a l e t t e r 

explaining "no bid" that vendor shall be withdrawn from the 

Bidders Lis t . 

5. Bid openings must be attended by the responsible PAC member or 

appointed alternate and one member of the Hospital Council s t a f f . 

6. The Hospital Council wil l prepare a Bid Analysis, comparing bids 

by various vendors and adding the pertinent survey information. 

7. Contracts are negotiated for one year period unless special c i r -

cumstances, as determined by the Purchasing Advisory Committee, 

indicate a longer period or shorter period i s desirable. 

E. '31D APPROVAL 

1. The responsible PAC member wil l report the Bid Analysis with 

recommendations at the next PAC meeting. The member should d is -

cuss his recommendations with other members prior to the PAC 

meeting. This subcommittee chairman will then request approval 

.of a contract award. If the approval i s sa t i s fac tory , a recommen-

dation from PAC i s sent to the Shared Service Committee for f inal 

review and approval. 
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2. When the Shared Service Committee has approved the contract, the 

Director of Shared Service w i l l contact the successful bidder 

and notify other bidders as soon as possible. 

a. If the other bidders request, the Council will indicate the 

price range or other factors which won the bid. 

F. CONTRACT SIGNING 

1. When contract is approved, Hospital Administrator, Purchasing 

Director/Agent, or other designated personnel and Director of 

Shared Service meet with vendors to finalize written contract. 

2. After an agreement is entered into, a summary of all the infor-

mation regarding the contract is sent to each participating 

hospital for inclusion in the Purchasing Program Manual. 

(See APPENDIX B) . 

G.. CONTRACT PROCEDURE CHECKLIST 

The above procedure is outline in APPENDIX C. 

H. VENDOR RESPONSIBILITIES 

1. If a vendor expresses an interest to participate in the Group 

Purchasing Program, he should be referred to either the appro-

priate PAC member and/or the Director of Shared Services. A 

letter of interest should come from the Home Office explaining 

interest. • - . 

2. After a vendor becomes a winning bidder, he is expected to 

follow up with planned visits to each hospital to explain the 

program and pass along literature. • 

11 
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I• MISCELLANEOUS ; . 

1. If a vendor wishes to make add-itions to an existing contract, it is 

necessary to bring, the matter to the PAC for approval. 

2. The appropriate member will search the market for prices, etc., 

before recommending additions to the PAC. If approved by PAC and 

Shared Service Committee, the Council will send announcements of 

information to all hospitals. 

3. All problems arising from contracts should be brought to the 

attention of the Director of Shared Service in writing. The 

appropriate member and/or Director will take immediate measures 

to solve the problem. These problems should also be discussed 

at PAC meetings. 

4. Renewal of Contracts: If a PAC member is convinced that competitive 

bidding would not result in savings, the member should request 

renewal of existing contract at a PAC meeting. The member should 

know before the meeting whether or not the vendor wishes a renewal 

and the appropriate conditions. Renewals should be handled 

similarly to contract awards and should be renegotiated with 

vendors. 

12 
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IV. DIRECTOR OF SHARED SERVICE, RESPONSIBILITY IN GROUP PURCHASING 

A. Internal Business 
, .....JU...; .1... .nil IX I uri m , ir. Lt in ..I... i ' " J- .1 • * ^ 

The Group Purchasing Program functions mainly for the administration of 

contracts as negotiated by the Purchasing Advisory Committee and approved 

by the Shared Services Committee. 

B. Contract Administration 

The work of contract administration is the combination of three main efforts, 

as follows: 

1. Negotiation 

This function is the primary task of the Director of Shared Services 

who will: 

a. Meet with Purchasing Advisory Committee and Shared Services 

Committee to discuss new, renewed, and future programs. 

b. Gather specifications and file and distribute same in preparation 

of bid invitation. 

c. Wor'k with Purchasing Advisory Committee (PAC) members to prepare 

and distribute surveys requesting information about each hospital 

and their product usage. 

d. Analyze and prepare reports to all hospitals regarding the results 

of above surveys. 

13 
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* 

e. Prepare invitations to bid based upon results of surveys and 

suggestions of Purchasing Advisory Committee. • 

f. Open bids and prepare written analysis of the competitive bids. 

g. Present the bids and proposed program to the Purchasing Advisory 

Committee and Shared Services Committee for approval. 

h. If contracts are approved, Hospital Administrator, Purchasing 
2 

Director/Agent and Director of Shared Service meet with 

vendors to finalize written contract. 

i. Director of Shared Service summarizes information regarding 

•contracts for each member hospital. (See APPENDIX B). Impor-

tant information is starting date, length of contract, F.Q.B., 

delivery schedule, terms of payment, and full explanation of 

vendor, products and prices. A book containing all the 

various contracts will be published and given to participating 

hospitals. 

2. Contract Regulation 

Each contract as negotiated must be checked throughout the year to 

guarantee that the hospitals are actually receiving the benefits 

promised. Though seldom intentional it is possible that several 

situations could develop. 

a. freight may be charged even though contract is F.O.B. 

destination. 

b. Prices may not conform to bid because billing clerks are 

not aware of special price conditions or forget to apply 

these special prices. 

1 with responsible PAC member 
2 or other hospital representative 

14 
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c. Vendors may promise special concessions to Targe hospitals even 

though the agreement forbids this action. 
• 1 * 

d. Hospitals may pressure vendors to,make special concessions not covered 
* 

by the contract and considered unfair advantage. 

3. Contract Management and Performance 

Each contract necessitates a certain amount of management and performance 

such as: 

a. Keeping hospitals informed on revisions such.as price, time for 

delivery, etc. 

b. Alerting Purchasing Advisory Committee Chairmen well in advance 

that contracts will be due for renegotiation. 

c. Preparing and presenting reports of progress, testing, etc., of 

each contract. 

d. Conducting research of statistical experience on a contract which 

may be pertinent for decisions. 

e. Explaining in person the necessary steps to join the special 

contracts such as oxygen where certain legal information is necessary. 

15 
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APPENDIX C 

Policy Changes 



DALLAS HOSPITAL COUNCIL 202 
2608 Inwood Road (234) 

TO: SHARED SERVICE COMMITTEE 

FROM: E, Fant , Di rec tor of Shared Services 
Purchasing Advisory Committee 

SUBJECT: RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO POLICY 

The Po l i c i e s and Procedures Manual governing the Group Purchasing Program, 
e s t a B T T s l i e O y ^ i 3 R a r e 3 ^ t t e e , April 9 , 1973, needs the 
fol lowing p o l i c i e s reviewed, c l a r i f i e d or changed by the Shared Service 
Committee f o r more e f f e c t i v e opera t ions . 

POLICY: 

QUESTION: 

The Shared Service Committee def ines po l i c i e s and procedures 
f o r the Shared Service Program. In Group Purchasing, t he Committee 
d i r e c t s the f i n a l review of agreements negot ia ted by thef 
PurcFi a s irig "AdvTs o ry CommIt t ee and advises the Di rec to r of Shared 
"Service of new po ten t i a l programs fo r group purchasing. 

DOES THE SHARED SERVICE COMMITTEE WISH TO CONTINUE TO MAKE THE 
FINAL REVIEW OF CONTRACTS NEGOTIATED BY THE PURCHASING ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE? 

In the p a s t , when the re were only t h i r t e e n (13) h o s p i t a l s 
and less than twenty-f ive (2.5) agreements, the above s t a t e d 
policy was workable. Next yea r , there wil l be a t l e a s t 
seventy-seven (77) agreements f o r rebidding. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

WOULD THE SHARED SERVICE COMMITTEE CONSIDER USING THE FOLLOWING 
POLICY IN FUTURE REBIDDING OF AGREEMENTS? 

Each PAC member i n t e r e s t ed in a s p e c i f i c group agreement o b t a i n s , 
i f necessary, the approval of the Administrator and/or o ther 
responsib le hospi ta l r ep resen ta t ive before en t e r ing i n t o a 
group agreement. 

Shared Service Committee sha l l be informed of what m a t e r i a l s 
are being negot ia ted f o r , agreements -awarded, winning vendors 
and estimated group savings f o r each agreements. 



,REC0MMEN3ATIONS AS TO ^OLICY 
Page Two 

RECOMMENDATION: 203 

WOULD THE SHARED SERVICE COMMITTEE CONSIDER ADOPTING THE 
ADDITIONAL POLICY"? 

A l l new agreements ( f i r s t time negotiated) and a l l other 
business that i s not the usual or routine business w i l l 
be forwarded for f i na l review by the Shared Service Executive 
Committee. I f there is any doubt bymjrchasing Advisory 
Committee, the matter shall be sent forward to the Shared 
Service Executive Committee for i t s consideration and 
approval. 

POLICY: 

QUESTION: 

The Technical Advisory Committees (Pharmacy, Dietary, 
Respiratory Therapy) have been using the same pol ic ies and 
procedures as governs the Purchasing Advisory Committee. < 

Each Technical Advisory Committee develops the speci f icat ions 
and advises the Purchasing Advisory Committee on matters 
pertaining to group purchasing for i t s specif ic area of 
in terest . 

DOES THE SHARED SERVICE COMMITTEE WISH TO HAVE BIDS REVIEWED 
AND TENTATIVE SELECTION OF WINNING VENDOR MADE BY THE 
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEES BEFORE BEING AGAIN REVIEWED BY 
THE PURCHASING ADVISORY COMMITTEE? 

The Technical Advisory Committee, a l l three, have put consider-
able e f f o r t into developing speci f icat ions, etc. in to each 
new project/agreement. Excitement for the Technical Advisory 
Committee about receiving bids for the f i r s t time is expected 
and is the usual case. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

WOULD THE SHARED SERVICE COMMITTEE CONSIDER ADOPTING THE 
FOLLOWING PROCEDURE? 

1. ALL NEW AGREEMENTS (FIRST TIME NEGOTIATED) BE 
REVIEWED BY THE TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE, 
BUT THE FINAL REVIEW AND SELECTION OF WINNING 
VENDOR BE DONE BY THE SHARED SERVICE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
AFTER A RECOMMENDATION HAS BEEN FORWAREDED BY 
THE PURCHASING ADVISORY COMMITTEE. 

2. ALL BIDDING FOR AGREEMENTS TWO YEARS OR OLDER 
BE REVIEWED ONLY BY THE PURCHASING ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF UNUSUAL CIR-
CUMSTANCES IN WHICH THE SPECIFICATIONS DETER-
MINED BY THE TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ARE 
NOT BEING ADHERED TO. THEN, THE TECHNICAL 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE MUST REVIEW AND BE CONSULTED 
FOR ADVICE. 



/ 
RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO POLICY 

J Page Three 

WOULD THE SHARED SERVICE COMMITTEE CONSIDER APPOINTING THE 
PURCHASING ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBER OR SOMEONE ELSE AS 
IMP PmON RESPONSIBLE FOR THE COORDINATION WITHIN EACH 
HOSPITAL IN SETTING UP EACH AGREEMENT, AND COLLECTING, 
DISTRIBUTING AND RETURNING ALL SURVEYS PERTAINING TO 
INTEREST/USAGE OF MATERIAL? 

QUESTION. ^ SHARED SERVICE COMMITTEE CONSIDER ADOPTING THE 
POLICY THAT ALL PAC MEMBERS NOT PRESENT FOR VOTING ON THE 
SELECTION/RECOMMENDATION OF WINNING VENDORS FOR AGREEMENTS 
MUST ABIDE WITH THE DECISION REACHED BY THE PAC MEMBERS 
PRESENT AT THE MEETING. 

204 

THE QUESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS PRESENTED WILL BE 

DISCUSSED AT THE SHARED SERVICE COMMITTEE MEETING, 

SCHEDULED JULY 6, 1978 at 2:00 p.m. - Dallas Hospital 

Council Conference Room #208 
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APPENDIX D 

Survey of Interest Form 



'#$PITAL:_ 

DALLAS HOSPITAL COUNCIL 
2608 Inwood Road (234) 

'ANOING THE SHARED SERVICE PROGRAM. . 
EY OF INTEREST: AREAS OF- INTEREST 

206 

t k i i 1s a request: from the Shared Service Committee asking for your 
' . 'Mt t to define what services are needed beyond group purchasing of 

• >,•„ _ .... ..... • b e l o w a r e s o m e programs for your consideration. 
pse programs you are interested in and return by 
las Hospital Council o f f i ce . 

SHARED EQUIPMENT SERVICING 

Servicing X-Ray Machine 
• T. V. Servicing 

2 Repair and Refurbishing of 
Furniture 

Disposing of Used/Idle: 
Equipment 

Off ice Equipment/Maintenance 

RESOURCES 

PiJ-ectfr 
Engineer 

.ftM»W«ltur1st 

Engineer 

fixations Special ist 
attons Specialist 

i*n 
$W», Control Physician 
f t o i r Therapist. 

|1 flecord Librarian 
fa' Director 
I Marker 
p:l Photographer 
i t I l l us t ra to r 

, , , ^Personnel 
# f l c e Equipment Repairman 
fft1«w1#1en Maintenance 
(to"* Punch Operator 
ttit Clerks 

fTWry Training 
in the Expense of obtaining 

nurses 
Ub fH tq r y Technician 

^CILIARY SERVICES 

nmm 
jfr/grpflftlng 

_ ^production Equipment 
Hachines 

$Kt fon Service 
^fi lming Records 
vtoa,Qm*ds 
p , Intra-Hospltal credit check 
fncuiriny patients 

If^wance Program 
Educational Library 

Standardization of Medical Record 
Ffcrois 

GROUP MATERIAL PURCHASING 

Patient Products 
Dietary Products 
Pharmacy Products 
Respiratory Therapy Products 
Housekeeping Products 
Maintenance Products 

SHARED FACILITY SERVICING 

Shared Energy Conservation 
Study 

Painting 
A i r Conditioning Maintenance 
Heating Maintenance 
Landscaping 
Liquid Haste/Solid Waste 

Disposal 
Fire Extinguishers - inspection 

and recharging 
Extermination Service 
Window Cleaning 
Ground Maintenance 

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 

To encourage professionalism 
fo r purchasing agents and 
department heads who purchase 
fo r your hospital 

What other service not l is ted above you might be interested in seeing developed. 

Would yOU share with us your reason for not using the Group Purchasing Program? 
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APPENDIX E 

Summary of Areas of Interest Form 
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APPENDIX P 

Gavras Letter 
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O S P I T A L 
DALLAS, T E X A S 7 5 2 3 5 

June 15, 1978 

C O U N C I L 
P H O N E 357-0139 L- .-&3? 

JOHN C. GAVRA 
CXCCUYIVC DiRCCTO 

TO: DHC SHARED SERVICE MEMBERS 

FROM: John C. Gavras 
Executive Director 

SUBJECT: Dissertation Research 

A student, Adelaide Gr i f f in , w i l l be doing her graduate dissertation 
research. The subject matter, "the hospitals' part ic ipat ion in the 
DHC Shared Service Division". 

This w i l l be a f i r s t in this area. I t promises to help not only the 
student, but your Council to evaluate the end product. This should 
allow us to modify, change, delete or add whatever is necessary to 
improve our service to you. 

We feel good about the research of Ms. Gr i f f in and we certainly endorse 
her e f f o r t s / The person interviewed wi l l be asked wr i t ten and non-
written information. The discussion w i l l be simple and abbreviated. 

The entire membership w i l l not be interviewed. A s igni f icant sample 
w i l l be made. She w i l l wish to speak with the hospital administrator 
or a qualif ied representative who is knowledgeable about the Shared 
Service Program. 

You should be hearing from Ms. Gr i f f in 
We hope you w i l l give a l l the help possi 
discuss the f inal product with you. 

cc: E. W. Fant, Director 
Shared Service Division 

JCG:jw 

weeks 
Council 

M A 
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